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Sans Frontières (MSF) are investigated, the study discusses the feasibility of unmanned 

aircrafts systems for transportation and identifies potential business cases as well as the 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This final report evaluates the business cases for cargo drones in humanitarian action. 

Therefore, a qualitative study with 18 expert interviews was conducted. While initially the 

general needs in terms of transportation and the perspectives inside Médecins Sans Fron-

tières (MSF) are investigated, the study discusses the feasibility of unmanned aircraft sys-

tems for transport and identifies business cases and its critical factors. The expert’s re-

quirements vary widely, but a payload of 10 kilogrammes and a range of about 100 kilo-

metres appears to be sufficient for the two most important applications: the small, individ-

ual and quick response to a specific limited need as well as the regular supply of remote 

health structures. Besides these promising applications, use-cases can be found in the 

support of mass vaccination campaigns or the transportation from a central storage to 

remote health care centres. A lifesaving effect can be achieved by the quick delivery of 

lifesaving basic medical supplies in mass-casualty emergency response or the regular 

support of routine telemedicine. 

In the end, the study identifies various MSF programmes for the potential use of cargo 

drones. From an operational point of view only, programmes in the Central African Repub-

lic (CAR) as well as Mali are most suitable, though there are other factors to be considered. 

However, MSF logistic experts point out that UAVs can directly solve urgent transportation 

problems in the African projects. Besides, South Sudan and the Democratic Republic of 

Congo (DRC) are determined to be the most critical countries in terms of transportation. 

Even though African states are – due to several reasons – most qualified for the deploy-

ment of cargo drones, the first launch should not take place in the hardest conditions. 

Thereby, a step-by-step strategy is recommended. The use of UAV service provider, in the 

first place, will ensure a conscientiously implementation of the technology inside MSF and 

will help to overcome concerns in terms of management and maintenance. Finally, by 

considering all discussed circumstances, including market availability and regulations, a 

classification of UAV models for the use in the identified main activities is presented. 
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Expectations and perspectives 

BACKGROUND 

As a medical international humanitarian organisation Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) de-

livers emergency aid to people affected by armed conflict, epidemics, natural disasters or 

healthcare exclusion. 

Founded in Paris, France in 1971, today MSF has become a worldwide movement of 21 

sections, 24 associations and various other offices. the MSF Movement is connected by 

MSF International, based in Geneva, Switzerland, which provides coordination, infor-

mation and support. Worldwide, more than 40.000 health professionals, logistical and 

administrative staff work on programmes in 71 countries [MSF International, 2017, p. 2-3].  

Figure 1: Worldwide MSF programmes in 2016 

Source: MSF International, 2017, p. 2-3 

 

A huge logistic network lays the foundation for these worldwide projects. Logisticians face 

numerous challenges to deliver medical supplies to the most remote areas of the world. 

In the recent years, unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) have become a well-developed 

technology and created new opportunities by its wide range of applications. As even small 

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) can carry a certain among of payload while providing a 

remarkable flexibility, the technology has become interesting for cargo solutions. 

Now it is about it to understand if and how this technology can be implemented in human-

itarian MSF operations. 
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OBJECTIVES 

The aim of this qualitative study is to evaluate the business cases for cargo drones in hu-

manitarian action. While initially the general needs in terms of transportation and the per-

spectives inside MSF are investigated, the study discusses the feasibility and identifies po-

tential business cases as well as the critical factors for the use of cargo drones. In the end, 

specific MSF programmes for a potential realisation are identified and specific cargo 

drone models are conceptualised. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Based on a voluntary engagement in the Research and Development Department of Mé-

decins Sans Frontières (MSF) Japan, this study has been conducted between July and Au-

gust 2017 in the headquarters of the Operational Center Paris (OCP) and Tokyo office. 

The qualitative research method of a structured interview has been used in order to en-

sure that each interview is conducted with exactly the same questions in the same order. 

Thereby, answers can be reliably aggregated and comparisons can be made between 

different expert statements. Two question catalogues for the logistical as well as the medi-

cal experts have been designed (see appendix A.1). 

In the end, 18 experts have been questioned at the headquarters of Médecins Sans Fron-

tières France in Paris. However, some had to be conducted using a Skype video call. Be-

sides the focus of this study on logistics, also physicians have been questioned. As they 

are the possible operators, the study places its main focus on Logistics Managers – also 

referred to as Supervisors Logistic – of the Operations Department. However, numerous 

different logistical as well as medical experts have been questioned as well (see Table 1). 

All interviews have been recorded and logged. 
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Table 1: Table of expert interviews 

Expert Institution 
Department Service Position Time Location 

BERUBE, Nicolas  OCP 
OPERATIONS 

Cell 2  
DRC Katanga, DRC Nord 
Kivu, CAR, Russia, Chad 

Logistics Manager 29.06.17 
02:00 PM 

Personal, 
office Paris 

BONNEAU, Freddy & DE 
SAINT GEORGES, Philippe 

MSF Logistique 
AIR OPERATIONS - Aerospace Specialist 26.06.17 

02:30 PM 

Personal, 
office 
Bordeaux 

BOUHABIB, Hocine  OCP 
LOGISTICS Technical Support Technical Support Manager 26.06.17 

04:00 PM 

Personal, 
office 
Bordeaux 

BOUYGUES, Nathalie  OCP 
MEDICAL Vaccination Vaccination Advisor 28.06.17 

03:00 PM 
Personal, 
office Paris 

BRANDNER, Olivier & 
LEVADOUX, Ludovic 

OCP 
OPERATIONS 

Cell 1 Emergencies  
Iraq, Kurdistan, North Iraq, 
North Nigeria 

Logistics Manager 
& Field Logistician 

22.06.17 
05:30 PM 

Personal, 
office Paris 

D'ONOFRIO, Lisa  OCP 
OPERATIONS 

Cell 5  
Kenya, Malawi, Uganda, 
France, Greece 

Logistics Manager 23.06.17 
10:00 AM 

Personal, 
office Paris 

DEDIEU, Laurent  OCP 
LOGISTICS Operational Logistics Operational Logistics Man-

ager 
23.06.17 
02:30 PM 

Personal, 
office Paris 

GONZALEZ, Alfredo  OCP 
LOGISTICS Technical Support Referent Energy/Cold 

Chain 
26.06.17 
05:00 PM 

Personal, 
office 
Bordeaux 

JANSSENS, Philip  OCG 
LOGISTICS Technical Support Technical Support Manager 27.06.17 

02:00 PM 

Personal, 
training 
site Bor-
deaux 

LACHARITÉ, Michel Olivier  OCP 
LOGISTICS - Logistics Department Direc-

tor 
28.06.17 
02:00 PM 

Personal, 
office Paris 

LEGLISE, Jérôme  OCP 
LOGISTICS Technical Support Referent WASH/Watsan 27.06.17 

10:30 AM 

Personal, 
office 
Bordeaux 

MAMBULA, Christopher OCP 
OPERATIONS 

Cell 3  
Nigeria, Mali, Ivory Coast, 
Libya, Niger 

Medical Referent 30.06.17 
03:00 PM 

Personal, 
office Paris 

MAWA BUGA, Kassim & 
SANTANA, Henry  

OCP 
OPERATIONS 

Cell 8 (Dubai)  
Yemen, Iraq, Jordan, Syria Logistics Manager 04.07.17 

12:00 PM 
Skype, 
Dubai 

MOGLIA, Daniel  OCP 
LOGISTICS Technical Support Referent Transport/ 

Fleet management 
26.06.17 
12:00 PM 

Personal, 
office 
Bordeaux 

PELISSIER, Gilles  OCP 
OPERATIONS 

Cell 4  
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran, 
Palestine, Armenia, Georgia 

Logistics Manager 29.06.17 
05:00 PM 

Personal, 
office Paris 

PENA, Jade  OCP 
OPERATIONS 

Cell 4  
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran, 
Palestine, Armenia, Georgia 

Medical Referent 29.06.17 
05:00 PM 

Personal, 
office Paris 

ROBERTS, Natalie OCP 
OPERATIONS 

Cell 1 Emergencies  
Iraq, Kurdistan, North Iraq, 
North Nigeria 

Emergency Cell Manager 03.07.17 
04:00 PM 

Personal, 
office Paris 

THOUVENIN, Anthony OCP 
OPERATIONS 

Cell 6 (NY)  
Ethiopia, South Sudan, 
Sudan, Liberia, Haiti 

Logistics Manager 22.06.17 
04:00 PM Skype, NY 
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RESULTS 

Expectations and perspectives 

Key finding 1: Competiveness with a motorbike 

The majority (69%) of the experts believe that cargo drones are not able to compete with 

the general delivery strategies. However, in competition with a motorbike – which is also a 

more reasonable comparison – 69% of the experts consider cargo drones as more effec-

tive. The expert’s views differ widely, but the main criteria seem to be cost and weight ca-

pacity, including the capability of passenger transport. 

Figure 2: Competiveness of cargo drones with delivery strategies in general and the example motorbike 

 

Key finding 2: Entire exclusion of use in conflict settings  

All experts agree that the context-dependent use of UAVs can take place after natural dis-

asters or in epidemics, but is entirely excluded in conflict settings. In countries where 

drones are being used for war, either by the military or terrorist groups, the population will 

perceive any flying object as hostile, because in their experience it is either a surveillance 

drone or an armed military drone, which both should be shoot down. Furthermore, a use 

in such contexts would put MSF staff at risk, since humanitarians might be suspected to 

work for intelligence services. The humanitarian use of UAVs in post-conflict societies 

might also have negative psychological effects. As for many people – especially in the 

Middle East – the first experience with drones is connected to war, the impact on the bene-

ficiary will be negative. 

No
31% 

Yes
69%

Competiveness of cargo 
drone with motorbike

No Yes

No
69% 

Yes
31%

General competiveness 
of cargo drone

No Yes
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Key finding 3: In case of positive impact on patient or ops the costs are secondary 

Even though one of the main issue is cost, medical experts point out that in situations 

without other options, even a more expensive transport by UAV should be considered. If 

UAVs reduce the risk to MSF staff in insecure settings or have a lifesaving effects for pa-

tients, the costs would be secondary. 

“Why would I risk my staff, if I have a drone that I can send?” – Medical Referent 

Main transportation challenges 

Key finding 4: Main transportation challenge is last mile delivery 

Logistics experts agree that accessibility in the local transportation is the main challenge. 

Remote areas can be hard-to-reach or completely inaccessible due to the following reasons: 

Ground transportation 

- lack of roads 

- bad road conditions 

- local availability of vehicles 

- rainy season (causing six-month floods) 

- refusal of access by military or government 

- security issues (e.g. combat operations) 

Air transportation 

- lack of landing zones 

- restrictions 

- weather conditions (e.g. fog) 

- darkness 

South Sudan, the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) and the Central African Repub-

lic (CAR) are the countries that represent major challenges in terms of transportation. 

In emergency response, such as after a natural disaster, infrastructure damage or conges-

tions at traffic hubs represent the main challenges in terms of access. 
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Key finding 5: Most challenging items to be transported 

“The challenge is medicines, because it is about keeping them cold!”   

– Logistics Manager 

Experts agree on the following prioritised aspects to be most challenging in terms of 

transport: 

- cold chain items (vaccines, laboratory samples or blood samples) 

- general medical supply 

- (bio)hazardous material or infectious samples 

- passengers 

Especially cold chain items, such as vaccines, laboratory samples or blood samples are the 

most challenging object to transport due to the permanent maintenance of a temperature 

between 2 to 8°C. Besides, experts mention that any other general medical supply, such 

as medicines, must be kept under 25°C. However, as general medical supply includes 

numerous things, this is a vague description and experts might refer to different items. 

One of the interviewed describes that the delta-temperature between the start at MSF 

Logistique in Bordeaux to the project site can be as high as 50°C. Energy & Cold Chain 

experts point out that the challenge is about keeping the required temperature as long as 

it takes the medical staff to conduct the vaccination, including the transportation to the 

remote vaccination site. Vaccines are identified as the most challenging cold chain item to 

transport. 

(Bio)hazardous material or infectious samples, such as category A infectious samples like 

Ebola, Mycobacterium tuberculosis (TB) or Hepatitis B, pose a risk of transport.  

Besides cargo, the transportation of passengers, especially patients, poses another prob-

lem – especially in terms of safety. The challenge would be to find a reliable local company 

that transports passengers safe to the requested position. In the end, there is no benefit of 

fast cargo delivery, if it arrives on the site without trained specialists able to manage it. 
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Key finding 6: Time limits of medical samples 

Depending on the type of medical sample a specific time limit between the sampling and 

the analysis must be kept. As not all tests can be carried out in the field, in most cases, 

samples need to be send to the national laboratory. Due to the above-mentioned access 

issues, the compliance of the requires time periods would be challenging. 

“Unfortunately, we do not have the laboratory in CAR to be able to do all the specific 

test we need to do […] so it needs to be shipped to Paris […]. The problem is that for 

this specific test we are supposed to send the test from CAR to Paris within 24 hours 

[…]. Unfortunately, we are not able to respect this delay […] We are a bit over that time 

period.” – Logistics Manager 

Key finding 7: Impact on patient if medical supplies delayed 

Logistical constraints can cause a temporary shortage of supply. From a medical point of 

view, those delays can have a significant impact on the patient. Delays can result in a 

higher mortality rate, if a drug, essential to cure the patient, is missing. In most cases a de-

lay can be managed by using other medical options, however, there are no alternatives, 

for instance if HIV or TB drugs as well as insulins are missing. 

Key finding 8: Storage capacity in the field can be limited 

The storage capacity for cold chain items in the field is very limited, due to the lack of 

space and electricity. As, in some places, the main warehouse is located in the capital, the 

cold chain items are periodically sent to the field. 

Business cases 

Key finding 9: Small, quick, individual response to a specific limited need 

According to the interviewed experts, one of the most promising applications for cargo 

drones, is the small, quick and individual response to a specific limited need by using the 

flexibility and adaptability of the UAV.  

In the first place, experts can imagine a quick transportation of cold chain items. The time 

limits of medical samples can be kept even from the remotest locations, as UAVs are not 

bound to roads and can travel a linear line to the destination at a higher speed than 
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ground transport. Besides the regular shipment of blood samples for HIV or TB tests in 

long-term programmes, a rapid sample transportation in the beginning of an epidemic to 

quickly confirm the disease can be realised. 

In a more general sense, UAVs can support field missions in unforeseen and unique situa-

tions. In the eyes of many experts, the quick, individual delivery is the main advantage of 

cargo drones and can be lifesaving. 

“If, for example, I am missing something small, but that thing is vital to treat some pa-

tients, who are in front of me […], it can be just a one, two or three kg box, yeah, you can 

literally save lives with that! Sometimes it is even equipment. To give […] an example; 

we use drills for orthopedic surgery and if you do not have that drill [or] if that breaks 

down it can be a big problem. So, to transport just this small box of a drill form one 

point to another […] in a drone […] this will be facilitating, definitely! And you have oth-

er things like a dermatome […] or […] it could be […] insulin, because you do not need 

50 ampules, you might just be sending 10 ampules of insulin. It could be one particular 

drug you have shortage of. You can always send small volume of things […].”  

– Medical Referent 

“So, I would say, for me, drone technology is only in a few context it would be an every 

day use, but […] the day that you absolutely are blocked, it could save a life, that is for 

sure!”– Medical Referent 

Key finding 10: Increased efficiency compared to ground vehicles 

The air transportation of small parcels where regular road transport would not be practical 

is another promising application for cargo drones. Instead of sending a car with a small 

volume of cargo, a UAV can transport this light and small items quicker, more efficient in 

terms of fuel and safer for the staff, as it avoids the risk of road travel. 

Key finding 11: Central storage with cargo drone delivery 

A central storage with a cargo drone delivery strategy can overcome challenges of supply 

in remote areas. As can be seen in the figure below, experts list various applications: gen-

eral medical supplies, blood bank, samples, exotic drugs, specialised medical tools, anti-

venin, data, spare parts etc. 
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Figure 3: Applications for a cargo drone delivery with central storage 

 

The quick transport of blood and antivenin will probably have the most lifesaving effect. 

Since there is a huge variety of different antivenin and various blood types, remote health 

care structures are not able to stock all the different types. Therefore, it would be much 

more efficient to centralise the storage, which contains all different types, and share those 

items. According to the Logistics Managers, this strategy could give access to exotic or 

rare drugs, which are not needed regularly in every project. When this occasional need 

pops up in one of the outreach facilities, the items can be quickly shipped by drones from 

a central storage. The same strategy applies for medical supplies in general, special medi-

cal tools – as mentioned above – as well as spare parts. Also, the exchange of (medical) 

data by UAV can be realised using this constellation. 

UAVs in stand-by can send mixed packages of antivenin for bites of any poisonous ani-

mals in a specific region. Interviewed Aerospace Specialists see the added value of cargo 

drones in the quick delivery of antivenin, especially in the night and in outreach places 

where the transposition by ground would take days. 
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Key finding 12: Regular supply of remote health structures 

Figure 4: High-frequency cargo drone route with supply of supported remote health centres 

 

As the last mile delivery – the transport between capital, coordination, project site and 

remote communities – is the most interesting field for cargo drones, obviously, the regular 

supply of remote health structures will be one of the most promising applications. Project 

sites can be as far away as a day trip from the capital and whole areas become completely 

cut off during the rainy season. The potential applications of cargo drones in these con-

texts go far beyond a simple airlift to cross a river. 

Besides the concept of a central storage with occasional and induvial delivery, static high-

frequency drone routes can be established for a regular supply of remote health facilities. 

In the first place, static high-frequency drone routes from a supply point, such as the co-

ordination, to the project site can transport medical supplies to MSF facilities. Secondly, 

on a less frequently basis, smaller cargo drones can spread these medical supplies from a 

MSF facility to supported remote health centres. 
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Key finding 13: Support of mass vaccination campaigns 

A Vaccination Advisor sees a benefit of using cargo drones in remote areas without ac-

cess. 

 

Figure 5: Types of vaccination 

 

Figure 5 illustrates the different vaccination types as listed by the expert. According to the 

Vaccination Advisor, drones would be more useful in a mass vaccination campaign, either 

in the quick emergency response to an outbreak or in the preventive vaccination. Since a 

routine immunisation can be planned beforehand, a mass campaign is more of an emer-

gency with the purpose to vaccinate as many patients as possible in the shortest time. 

Thus, the flexibility of UAVs can be more of an advantage in a mass vaccination campaign. 

Key finding 14: Regular supply of vaccines to small health care centres 

By contrast, other experts see the advantage of cargo drones in the regular supply of vac-

cines to small health care centres. 

“We have some operations where we send the vaccines every week, for example, or […] 

every two weeks to the small health care centres. […] That requires quite a bit of logis-

tics. We could imagine that you […] could send it by a drone and then […] it could be 

less heavy – logistic-wise.” – Energy & Cold Chain Referent 

Key finding 15: Routine vaccination with moving field staff supported by UAV 

Furthermore, according to an Energy & Cold Chain expert, routine vaccination could be 

supported by an UAV as illustrated in the figure below. The medical staff travelling from 

one vaccination site to another receives the vaccines in cold chain every morning and 

sends it back every evening to the refrigerated storage. 

Vaccination

Routine immunisation Mass campaign

Response
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Figure 6: Idea of routine vaccination with moving field staff supported by UAV 

 

Key finding 16: Medical & logistic kit delivery in mass-casualty emergency response 

Medical experts list the use of cargo drones for the delivery of medical & logistic kits in 

mass-casualty emergency response. There is a wide variety of kits, including medical kits, 

surgical instruments sets, camp kits, administration kits, communications kits, water and 

sanitation kits, etc. However, experts of the Emergency Cell point out that this emergency 

equipment is heavy and bulky. 

Key finding 17: Lifesaving effect by quick delivery of basic medical supplies in mass-
casualty emergency response 

Experts of the Emergency Cell add that in certain situations, such as after a natural disas-

ter, UAVs might have a lifesaving effect by delivering antibiotics, painkillers, insulin or 

intravenous fluids, among others. The aerial vehicles could be useful in settings where 

people affected by a disaster need something very basic very quickly.  

“In certain situations [a transport of medical supplies in shorter time would make a sig-

nificant impact on the patient’s benefit]. In lot of them not so much, but in certain situa-

tion, like a natural disaster, if you could get […] some antibiotics and some painkillers 

for patients very quickly or to any health facility that is still functional quickly. Or things 
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like insulin, things like that. Then, you could probably have a lifesaving effect.”  

– Emergency Cell Manager 

“Sometimes, in things like a natural disaster, then people end up without their supplies 

[…] or they get a wound, which becomes infected or something else. They just need 

something very basic very quickly. […] A lot of the items you need in an emergency are 

quite heavy. So, it would be more kind of vials, injectables or oral medication.”  

– Emergency Cell Manager 

Furthermore, anaesthetic drugs are indicated to be important. If, for instance, a health 

facility is still functional after a natural disaster, but is running short on drugs to provide 

anaesthesia, a UAV could deliver small supplies to perform surgeries. 

“The other option is things like anaesthetic drugs. If you know that there is a health facil-

ity that is still functional, but they do not have enough drugs to provide anesthesia […] 

[and] […] there has been an earthquake […] between where you are based and […] that 

[…] hospital somewhere on the other side that is receiving patients. If you could get a 

drone across, because the road is being disrupted and you cannot fly helicopters […]. 

You know that hospital could provide surgical capacity but does not have enough an-

aesthetic drugs.” – Emergency Cell Manager 

Key finding 18: Realisation of telemedicine by UAV 

In long-term programmes, the Emergency Cell Manager sees the advantage of cargo 

drones in the delivery of medicines directly to the patient instead of asking the patient to 

take a long, dangerous journey to receive their regular medication. Logistics experts men-

tion the development of telemedicine, meaning the provision of health care from a dis-

tance. UAVs can be used to overcome distance barriers in order to improve general ac-

cess to medical services in remote areas. After the video consultation, cargo drones can 

deliver the required medicines. Besides improving regular health care access over the 

long term, it will have a lifesaving effect in critical care situations. 

Key finding 19: Urban night-time cargo drone operations 

MSF is operating in cities which impose an overnight curfew. There, urban night-time car-

go drone operations could make a difference as they could transport urgently needed 
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medical items from the pharmacy to the hospital during that time of the night when its 

forbidden to move outside.  

Key finding 20: Overcoming healthcare exclusion caused by combats 

UAVs could support MSF field missions in mined places or settings where communities 

cannot reach medical health care due to combat operations that block their way. The 

same applies for cross-border activities, which can represent major challenges regarding 

authorisation from the different actors. 

Other technical solutions 

Logistics Managers can also imagine UAVs as a telecommunication relay providing a mo-

bile network after a natural disaster. A useful support would also be the illumination in 

night operations, such as search and rescue missions. Cargo drones could support the 

transport of information and ensure the regular data exchange with inaccessible outposts. 

Requirements 

Key finding 21: Required payload & distance 

As shown in Table B-1 in the appendix, the expert’s requirements vary widely and thus 

there can be no general statement made, in terms of payload and distance. 

Whereas some experts consider a payload of less than 5 kilogrammes or a flight time less 

than an hour as useless, others explain that a capacity of 1 to 5 kilograms would be suffi-

cient for the transportation of specific drugs, vaccines or blood.  

“Less than 10 [kg over 100 kilometres].” – Logistics Manager 

“For me 5 kg is already a lot!” – Technical Support Manager 

“Vaccination-wise, I would say, payload is 5 kilos.” – Energy & Cold Chain Referent 

“They do not need to have a huge weight capacity. […] If it is just transporting samples 

and small amounts of drugs, then the weights involved are quite low. […]”   

– Logistics Manager 

Aerospace Specialists of MSF’s logistical hub explain, that a capacity of 10 to 50 kilo-

grammes would be useless in an emergency response, whereas for specific applications in 
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non-emergencies, such as medical samples or antivenin, a payload of 1 to 2 kilogrammes 

would be sufficient: 

“If it is […] for specific applications, like sending biological samples, 1 or 2 kilos is 

enough. […] Antivenin is the same. […] Narcotics is a good example of very urgent drug 

needed.” – Aerospace Specialist 

A transport capacity of at least 10 kilogrammes would be required for a cross-border 

transport to an insecure area. In an emergency, a payload of just 10 kilogrammes can al-

ready make a huge difference: 

“In emergency, you do not need 1 ton, even 10 kg change a day in a hospital.”  

– Aerospace Specialist 

While for the Emergency Cell a general distance between 50 and 100 kilometres is suffi-

cient, other cells even consider 50 kilometres and a flight time of more than an hour as 

very useful. However, as the following examples illustrate, the expert’s requirements in 

terms of distance vary widely: 

“It would be from [..] a reference hospital […] to outlying health centres, so by road 

those distances could be a couple of hours, so I guess […] 100 kilometres”   

– Logistics Manager 

“I think 20 kilometers it is enough, because most of the time we are in that kind of con-

figuration [central storage strategy].” – Technical Support Manager 

“Distance-wise […] I think that 40 kilometres [radius] would be huge, it would be a very 

comfortable distance to think in any situation, not vaccination only.”   

– Energy & Cold Chain Referent 

“In emergency […] the distance from the international airport [was in the] Philippines 

[…] 200 kilometres, Nepal […] is was 300 kilometres and […] Iraq […] around 150 kilo-

metres […].” – Transport & Fleet Management Referent 

Key finding 22: Dilemma of the humanitarian UAV size 

Logistics Managers points out to consider the population's assumption: the larger the 

UAV, the more people will associate it with a military drone carrying missile; the smaller 

the drone, the more people think of it as a spy. 
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Key finding 23: Fully automated landing & pick-up preferred 

As type of delivery, most interviewed experts prefer a landing. Sensitive items, such as 

water samples or vaccines could break using a parachute drop. Logistic experts agree that 

the option to parachute the cargo should just be used in contexts where it is impossible to 

land. In line with the type of delivery, experts demand also for the dispatch of parcels an 

automated pick-up principle. Ideally UAVs can identify the parcel and pick it up automati-

cally, in order to reduce the need of ground staff. Hence, there is a need for a fully auto-

mated receipt and dispatch. 

Key finding 24: Autonomous vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft required 

A vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft is required, which is ideally able to operate 

autonomously. The technology should be as simple as possible, since general medical 

staff in the field must be able to manage it in addition to their primary activities. 

Figure 7: Example of a hybrid VTOL UAV 

Source: http://www.heliceo.com/en/produits-pour-geometres/foxypro-vtol-airplane/ (edited image) 

 

A Technical Support Manager points out that anything exotic in the field is quickly aban-

doned because the field staff just reaches the limits of the capacity: 

“Well, we have the experience that with anything exotic you deploy in the field, you also 

bounce into the limits of what we can manage. And the limits of what an MSF team can 

manage in the field are really constrained to what we regularly do. Anything that is a lit-

tle more exotic is quickly abandoned, because we do not […] have the […] time to 

manage that.” – Technical Support Manager 
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Key finding 25: Low-budget UAVs as solution for the maintenance issue 

Experts propose low-budget UAVs as a possible solution for the issue of maintenance in 

the field. As the mechanical ease of maintenance and repairs is vital to the feasibility of 

UAVs in the field, having several UAVs as backup might be the solution. If a UAV breaks it 

is sent back to the headquarters for the repair and simply replaced by the next one.  

Key finding 26: High-value goods require high-reliable UAVs 

Experts point out that the transport of high-value items, such as lifesaving material, re-

quires an increased reliability of the UAV. This applies to the transport of infectious mate-

rial also. In fact, reliability is one of the main issues. 

Other requirements 

Experts also list the following – less-frequently mentioned – requirements:  

- mechanism for automated temperature regulation integrated into the UAV 

- robustness 

o operation in any weather conditions (e.g. fog) 

o resilience to potential attacks by people on the ground 

- night operation 

- active tracking of UAV’s location plus its cargo at any time 

- communication channel for feedback about condition of the shipped supply 

- flexibility 

- scalability 
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Figure 8: Overview of required criteria for humanitarian cargo UAVs as listed by interviewed experts 

Source: includes edited image http://www.heliceo.com/en/produits-pour-geometres/foxypro-vtol-airplane/ 

 

Missions 

Key finding 27: Cost reduction in difficult access countries 

In general, Logistics Managers see the use of cargo drones in countries where access is 

complicated. It will be cost-effective in places where UAVs could replace a road transport, 

which takes several days. 

“Areas where access by road is so complicated […] in some seasons, for example in 

some African countries where road access is a nightmare, which will take several days. 

That is a place where […] it will become cost-effective” – Logistics Manager  

“In other places like in South Sudan, Sudan, DRC; those places that become inaccessi-

ble by road.” – Logistics Manager 

“That would be an interesting application of transport […] in the places where the roads 

have failed.” – Logistics Manager 
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Central African Republic (CAR) 

According to a Logistics Manager UAVs could support MSF missions in the Central African 

Republic (CAR). MSF hospitals can be found in Paoua, Carnot and Bria, providing paediat-

ric care and HIV & TB treatment. Surrounding health care centres are supported with sup-

plies by the MSF hospitals in Paoua and Carnot. As it is highly militarised, the situation in 

Bria becomes more intense and thus, it would be challenging to reach the project site ei-

ther by road or by air. After combats, the MSF hospital in Bria sends out its mobile surgical 

team to treat the wounded, who are unable to reach the hospital. 

Figure 9: MSF missions in Central African Republic (CAR) 

Source: mapcentre.msf.org 

 

 

[  ] 

[  ] 
[  ] 
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hospital project 
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Due to the security situation in Bria, the monthly supply of national health centres around 

Paoua and Carnot is – from an operational point of view – more suitable for the field use of 

UAVs, though there are other factors to be considered. The medical data as well as supplies, 

such as drugs, that need to be transported, have a volume that can be carried on a motorbike. 

The general situation in CAR is illustrated in the graphic above (Figure 9). Figure 10 shows 

the example of Paoua with the surrounding health centres and illustrates that more than 

20 of them can be found within a 50-kilometre range. 

Figure 10: Example of surrounding health centres in Paoua, Central African Republic (CAR),  
marked: MSF hospital in Paoua 

Source: mapcentre.msf.org 

 

As presented in Figure 11, cargo drones could be used to supply the surrounding out-

posts. Medical supplies could be transported on a regular and planned basis, which re-

duces the cost and ensures a simple calculation. On top of that, the central storage strate-

gy could be implemented, for the quick, individual response to specific needs, such as the 

delivery of antivenin or blood. 
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Figure 11: Possible application of cargo drone strategy in Paoua, CAR 

 

Mali 

“If you want to have a place just to test it out, regardless whether there is a problem in 

terms of supply, that you can have easily: go to Nigeria, go to Mali, go to Niger, but if 

you are looking for a place that literally has constraints and we are trying to do problem 

solving with the drone, that is a different thing. The only place that might fill that bill for 

us is a project called Tenenkou [Mali].” – Medical Referent 

As the above quotation of a Medical Referent illustrates, an actual need for cargo drones 

can be found in Mali, where MSF faces access constraints. UAVs could directly contribute 

to problem solving. 

The MSF hospital in Tenenkou, Mali provides mother-child health care. As the whole area 

gets flooded half a year, it would be challenging to send small supplies to the hospital or 

to receive data from the facility. Possible transportation goods would be Malaria drugs, 

Malaria tests, etc. However, another issue is the presence of the jihad. 
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Furthermore, small towns and villages, such as Diondori and Uro Modi receive their medi-

cal supplies from the MSF facility in Tenenkou. As Tenenkou is inaccessible during certain 

times of the year, the remote health centres face medical supply challenges. 

Figure 12: MSF missions in Mali, marked: Tenenkou 

Source: mapcentre.msf.org 

 

The general supply comes from Bamako, the capital of Mali. It is transported by road to 

Mopti and can go by road to Tenenkou during the dry season. However, six month a year, 

the road transportation from Mopti to Tenenkou is impossible because the whole area is 

flooded. The installation of an air strip in Tenenkou to enable ECHO planes to land is be-

ing discussed, but has not been realised yet, due to the lack of an appropriate landing site 

(600 metres of dry and flat space). 

[    ] 
[  

TENENKOU 
hospital project 
(mother-child health) 

[  ] 
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Figure 13: Transportation from Bamako to Mopti by road (blue) and challenging last mile transport to Tenen-
kou (red); marked: MSF hospital in Tenenkou 

Source: mapcentre.msf.org 

 

The linear distance between Mopti and Tenenkou is 90 kilometres. As the figure below 

illustrates, more than 20 outreach health care centres are within a radius of 50 kilometres 

to the MSF hospital in Tenenkou. 

Figure 14: 50-km radius around the MSF hospital in Tenenkou 

Source: mapcentre.msf.org 
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Kenya 

Figure 15: MSF missions in Kenya, marked: HomaBay Ndhiwa 

Source: mapcentre.msf.org 

 

Cargo drones could also support the MSF project in HomaBay Ndhiwa, Kenya. The MSF 

facility supports four surrounding health centres regularly with medical supply. Further-

more, blood samples for HIV and TB tests need to be send. 

“Send samples for HIV and TB testing. […] That would be a really interesting thing to 

explore. So, for example, in Kenya, where we are supporting a hospital in a place called 

Ndhiwa in HomaBay; so we are also supporting four health centres within the same ar-

ea. […] [Samples and medicines] need to be kept within strict conditions regarding 

temperature. So, the sooner it can get there, the better! So, if it was a drone instead of a 

motorbike, then yeah, super.”   

– Logistics Manager 

[     ] HOMABAY NDHIWA 
hospital project  
(TB/HIV) 

[  ] 
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Other missions 

- Cambodia hepatitis C programme: drug distribution 

- Uganda, Kenya, Malawi HIV & TB projects: transportation of samples, medicines, 

vaccines 

- Yida/Nuba Mountains, South Sudan cross-border activity: vaccinations, HIV & TB 

treatment for refugees from South Kordofan, Sudan 

- Moissala, Chad & Paoua, CAR routine vaccination: transport of vaccines for routine 

vaccination with mobile field staff (see Key finding 15) 

 
The following Table 2 represents an overview of the expert’s perspectives on the potential 

use in countries where MSF programmes – managed by OCP – are based. Each symbol 

represents an expert’s opinion on the potential use in that country. Those views have only 

been noted if directly mentioned during the interview and have thus not been specifically 

asked. 
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Table 2: Expert’s views on use of UAVs in countries of operation 
Country Potential use  Country Potential use 

     

Cell 1 Emergencies   Cell 5  

Iraq ✕	✕ 	 Kenya	 ✓ ✓ ✓	

Kurdistan   Malawi ✓ ✓ ✓ 

   Uganda ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Cell 2   France ✓ 

DRC ✓ ✓ 	 Greece	 ✓	

CAR ✓ ✓ 	 	 	

Russia   Cell 6 (NY)  

Chad ✓ ✓ 	 Ethiopia	 ✓	

   South Sudan ✓	✓ ✓ ✕ 

Cell 3   Sudan ✓ 

Nigeria ✓ ✓ ✕ 	 Liberia	 ✓	

Mali ✓ ✓ 	 Haiti	 	

Ivory Coast ✓ 	 	 	

Libya ✓ 	 Cell 7 (Tokyo)	 	

Niger ✓ ✓ 	 Cambodia	 ✓	

   Papua New Guinea ✓ 

Cell 4   Philippines ✓ 

Afghanistan ✕ 	 	 	

Pakistan ✕ 	 Cell 8 (Dubai)	 	

Iran ✕ 	 Yemen	 ✕ ✕	

Palestine ✕	✕	 	 Iraq	 ✕ ✕	

Armenia ✕ 	 Jordan	 ✕	

Georgia ✕ 	 Syria	 ✕ ✕ ✕	

Each symbol represents one expert statement (if directly mentioned in an interview)  
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DISCUSSION 

Finally, hypotheses and limitations of the study must be discussed. As more logistical than 

medical experts have been interviewed, the medical perspectives are underrepresented 

and the study might have a unilateral logistical approach. However, the focus group for 

future deployment is logistical. Furthermore, since this study was conducted for the Oper-

ational Center Paris (OCP), only OCP projects have been considered. As many of OCP’s 

missions are in Africa, less attention is paid to regions such as South America or Asia, 

which might affect the identified use-cases. 

The expectations and views of the interviewed experts might be effected by a lack of in-

formation about the capabilities of UAVs. Hence, the statements about the potential use of 

UAS are limited to their state of knowledge. Partly, the capabilities are strongly underesti-

mated, especially regarding payload, distance and autonomy. Most experts underlined 

their general concerns regarding competitiveness in terms of cost and maintenance, the 

potential problems of the use in conflict settings and the issues of authorisation. 

A general statement for the requirements is complicated by the wide range of different 

criteria mentioned by the experts and the direct relation of the requirements – especially 

payload and distance – to the type of use. Since all requirements are linked to the final 

application, the expert’s answers only apply for specific examples. 

Another talking point will be the potential reduction of the face-to-face interaction by the 

direct delivery of medication to the patient – also referred to as telemedicine. Since the 

personal interaction with the patient is MSF’s main objective, it should be considered that 

this approach might have a deterrent effect on MSF staff in the first place. The transporta-

tion of infectious samples by a UAV is questioned by several experts, since the technology 

might not yet be reliable enough and a crash could result in a disease outbreak. Further 

investigation on the safety of dry and wet samples need to be done. Furthermore, the im-

pact of cargo drones as support in an emergency needs to be further investigated. While 

experts demand an autonomous operation, procedures for a potential connection failure 

or maintenance as well as responsibility must be discussed. 

Finally, it needs to be discussed whether – in a comparative cost analysis – UVAs need to 

be below the costs of other transportation models or if the lifesaving effect justifies the 

implementation in any case.  
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In conclusion, the analysis of the interviews shows that the most important use-cases for 

cargo drones – in consideration of the current potential of the technology – can be found 

in the small, individual and quick response to a specific limited need as well as the regular 

supply of remote health care facilities. Experts mention different (technical) requirements, 

which vary widely – especially regarding payload and distance. However, the experts 

agree that the platform should be as easy as possible to handle, which in conclusion re-

sults in an autonomous vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft, capable to deliver and 

pick up parcels fully automatic. The problem of maintenance and repairs in the field as 

well as the additional strain of field staff could be overcome by a backup stock of low-

budget UAVs with a rotating system of sending defective drones back to headquarters for 

repairs. 

Finally, beyond the analysis of the interviews, this report can identify that UAVs itself will be 

both, more effective and more cost efficient than ground transportation in the long-

distance supply of outreach places. The delivery of vaccines by UAV is already proved sci-

entifically to be more cost efficient [Haidari et. al, 2016, p. 1]. In addition, the new strate-

gies realisable with UAVs – such as the central storage strategy (see Key finding 11) – will 

further increase efficiency. Besides these promising applications, use-cases can be found 

in the support of mass vaccination campaigns, cross-border activities as well as in the 

overcoming of challenges regarding curfews and war-related healthcare exclusion. A life-

saving effect can be achieved by the quick delivery of basic medical supplies in mass-

casualty emergency response or the regular support of routine telemedicine. UAVs could 

even serve as a telecommunication relay providing a mobile network after a natural disas-

ter or illuminate night-time search and rescue missions. 

Cold chain items have been identified as one of the most challenging goods to transport. 

As this very quick and light transport of high-value goods is a UAV’s speciality, vaccines, 

samples and other medical supplies should be transported by the unmanned technology 

in the future. Instead of general heavy vaccine carriers, specially designed UAV cool boxes 
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– which are as light as possible – will enable a permanent maintenance of the required 

temperature and a reasonable among of cold chain items that can be transported. 

Numerous MSF programmes in different countries have been analysed in this report. From 

an operational point of view only, MSF programmes in Africa are identified as most suita-

ble, though there are other factors regarding ethics, regulations, security and technology 

to be considered. However, MSF logistic experts point out that UAVs can directly solve 

urgent transportation problems in the projects in Paoua and Carnot, Central African Re-

public (CAR) as well as Tenenkou, Mali. Furthermore, experts list South Sudan and the 

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) to be the critical countries in terms of transportation. 

African states are – operationally – most qualified for the deployment of cargo drones as 

they represent main challenges in terms of access. In addition, the population in most Afri-

can countries does not associate UAVs with war in the first place and a wide range of dif-

ferent MSF programmes and thus various UAV solutions can be found. As Malawi and 

Rwanda set a good example in terms of new, promoting regulations for first UAV delivery 

services, many other African countries may follow this strategy and are thereby likely to be 

the first to overcome regulation issues. The air corridor – which has a focus on humanitari-

an and development use – launched by the government of Malawi in cooperation with 

UNICEF is Africa’s first and one of the first on the planet [unicefstories, 2017]. 

In fact, regulations are the main challenge for the deployment of UAVs in the humanitarian 

context. Currently, the issue of integrating UAVs into the airspace is being discussed inter-

nationally. Problems in terms of air traffic safety, ownership, indemnity, liability, privacy 

and criminal law need to be solved. The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 

endeavours to implement standardised directives by 2018. So far, each country develops 

its own regulations, as the Convention on International Civil Aviation – also known as Chi-

cago Convention – leaves the regulation of unmanned aviation to national legislation. On 

top of that, no specific UAV regulations are currently known for countries such as the Cen-

tral African Republic or Mali [FSD, 2017]. However, the humanitarian Global Drone Regula-

tions Database (www.droneregulations.info) provides a good overview of the local regula-

tory framework. By prohibiting a flight outside the line-of-sight or the drop of cargo, regu-
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lations currently represent challenges for the autonomous operations of UAVs. A good 

communication with the local authorities and communities is required in any way. 

The projects in CAR and Mali are the most promising for first cargo drone operations. 

However, as it is highly militarised and the situation in African countries is rather unstable, 

a first launch in the hardest conditions is not recommendable as possible incidents could 

result in a complete rejection of UAVs in general. Thus, a step-by-step strategy is recom-

mended, which, in the first instance, promotes the existing MSF cargo drone project in 

Papua New Guinea. After a positive outcome of those tests, the implementation of the 

technology in MSF projects in Africa can be started. As in the initial stage a stable context 

is advisable, the air corridor in Malawi is an appropriate solution for further field tests. Af-

ter the technology has become accessible and MSF staff gets used to it, cargo drones 

could start operations in more complex settings, such as CAR or Mali. This kind of habitua-

tion process will take some years, but represents the safest option. It should be consid-

ered to use a service provider that operates the UAVs in the first stage. This might be a 

good approach to conscientiously introduce the technology inside MSF as well as to the 

local communities and overcome concerns in terms of management and maintenance. 

After a good outcome of the first launches, it might be more favourable to establish a UAV 

fleet, operated by trained MSF staff themselves. It will then become interesting to establish 

the UAV delivery with a central storage, for a quick and individual response to specific 

needs of outreach health care facilities. In addition, it will be better for the quick response 

in case of an emergency to have in-house UAVs available right away. The establishment of 

a static high-frequency cargo drone route, for instance, will be the most efficient solution 

for the transportation problems in Tenenkou, Mali and such tests will provide important 

data in terms of cost efficiency. 

While the following example (Figure 16) of an autonomous VTOL illustrates the possibili-

ties by now, Table B-2 in the appendix represents a larger overview of the currently availa-

ble platforms. By contrast, soon, autonomous VTOL UAVs with a 10-kilogramme payload 

and 100-kilometre range will be available, that are able to deliver and pick up parcels fully 

autonomous (see Table B-3 in the appendix). 
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Figure 16: The Quantum TRON as example for the current possibilities 

Source: https://www.quantum-systems.com/products/quantum-tron/ 

 

Payload: 2,0 kg 

Range: 160 km 

Max. Take-off Weight: 14 kg 

Flight Time: 70 min to 120 min 

Cruise Speed: 22 m/s (80 km/h) 

 

Finally, in order to combine the wide range of different criteria – demanded by the experts 

– with the near-future state of technology, technical recommendations need to be given. 

At first, it becomes apparent that different types of UAVs are required for the varying use-

cases. Under the above-mentioned circumstances and in consideration of the market 

availability as well as regulations, the following rough classification of UAV models is rec-

ommended. Table 3 illustrates these models in detail, which, in turn, can be subdivided in 

the different identified use-cases. While a light flexible response (model 1) is needed for 

the delivery of lifesaving material, a heavier long-range response (model 2) is necessary 

for use-cases such as the regular supply of remote health care centres. 

Model 1 represents the individual and quick response to specific needs. It provides 

capacity to send lifesaving items on demand, to resupply vaccines to mobile teams or to 

overcome small specific stock ruptures in outreach areas. A payload of around 2 

kilogrammes and a range of 50 – 100 kilometres will fit most of these cases, is becoming 

commercially available and stays in reasonable parameters from a regulatory standpoint. 

As there is a link between payload and size, a higher cargo capacitiy would result in 

heavier and bigger systems which have potentially higher risks and require higher 

regulatory levels. Therefore, those kind of systems are more oriented to specialised 

operators. These systems are intended to be operated by field logisticians, after a short 

training. A simple and safe operation – especially in terms of delivery – to safely offload 

and return the UAV are key criteria for the success of this model. 
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Model 2 represents the use for long-range UAV routes with a higher utilisation than in 

model 1. As in this context longer distances need to be covered and heavier equipment 

needs to be shipped per flight, a range of at least 100 kilometres and a payload of at least 

10 kilogrammes is recommended by this study. A trained UAV officer or a full external 

service will be necesassary for this kind of application. 

 

Table 3: Recommended UAV models with required specifications for the identified use in MSF projects 
 

 

 

Model 1 

Small, individual, quick response 
 Model 2 

Long-range high-frequency fixed route 

Payload > 2 kg  Payload > 10 kg 

Distance > 50 km  Distance > 100 km 

Delivery Autonomous landing  Delivery Autonomous landing 

Dispatch Autonomous pick-up  Dispatch Automatic or manual  

Type Fully autonomous VTOL  Type Fully autonomous VTOL 

Operator Field logistician  Operator Trained UAV Officer 

 

In the end, it should be noted, that the lack of information about the unmanned technolo-

gy represents an issue. UAVs are a specialised tool which can be added in addition and 

should not be considered as all-around solution for any logistical problem. The issue of a 

cost analysis will be solved by the first field test, as those will provide the missing data on 

reliability, life cycle, frequency, etc. 

Additional criteria 

Automation Accessibility Reliability Active tracking 

Flexibility Robustness Safety Communication 
channel 
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Appendix A – Qualitative expert interviews 

Appendix A.1 – Question catalogues 

Appendix A.1.1 – Logistic question catalogue 

1 

Evaluation of the business cases for cargo drones in humanitarian action 
To better define the feasibility and relevance of using cargo drones for MSF operations 

FINAL QUESTION CATALOGUE 
Date: ___________ Expert: _____________________________________ Location: ________________ 
Drone use: ☐ Yes    ☐ No 

Where are the needs? 

– GENERAL – 

1. What are the main challenges of transport in humanitarian field? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Are there situations in which certain items cannot be transported (in time)? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What items are particularly challenging to transport in last mile delivery? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

– SPECIFIC – 

4. In what kind of logistic activities (emergency or routine) are cargo drones conceivable and 
what items could they transport? 
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2 

5. In which specific parts of the supply chain do drones make sense? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Do you think cargo drones could compete with the alternative delivery strategies, e.g. 
motorbike, or even replace them? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. In which current MSF projects could cargo drones be used and how? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. Could the use of cargo drones take place in all contexts (conflict, natural disasters, 
epidemics and social violence/healthcare exclusion)? 
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3 

What is needed? 

9. What specific requirements do cargo drones have to meet in order to support MSF 
operations effectively (specifications)? [to get information about the expectation of the responder, if they don’t 
elaborate much, use following subquestions] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

i. What payload do they need to carry? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ii. Which distance should they be able to cover? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

iii. Which flight frequency must be fulfilled? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

iv. What size should the drones have? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

v. How should delivery be carried out? Landing, hover flight or parachute? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

vi. What degree of automation should the drones have? (autonomous) 
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4 

10. What else should be taken into account for the efficiency (cost vs. benefit) of cargo drones 
in the field? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11. What pros and cons do you see in the use of cargo drones for purposes of international 
humanitarian aid? 
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1 

Evaluation of the business cases for cargo drones in humanitarian action 
To better define the feasibility and relevance of using cargo drones for MSF operations 

FINAL QUESTION CATALOGUE [MEDICAL] 
Date: ___________ Expert: _____________________________________ Location: ________________ 
Drone use in Ops: ☐ Yes    ☐ No 

Where are the needs? 

– GENERAL – 

1. What are the main medical challenges in humanitarian field missions regarding transport? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Are there situations where medical support cannot reach certain places due to logistical 
constraints (logistic limitations that block medical activity)? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What medical supplies need to be transported locally on a regular basis during long-term 
programmes? 
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2 

4. What medical supplies need to be transported locally as quick as possible during a mass-
casualty emergency response? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Would it make a significant impact on the patient’s benefit if medical supplies up to a few kg, 
such as vaccines or antivenin, could be transported in shorter time?  
(in hours instead of days; lifesaving or reduce morbidity?) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

– SPECIFIC – 

6. What medical supplies or equipment could potentially be transported by cargo drones in MSF 
activities? Transport by cargo drone means: ~2 kg; >100 km 
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7. Do you think cargo drones could compete with the alternative delivery strategies, e.g. 
motorbike, or even replace them? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. Could the use of cargo drones take place in all contexts (conflict, natural disasters, epidemics 
and social violence/healthcare exclusion)? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is needed? 

9. What specific requirements do cargo drones have to meet to support medical activities 
effectively? 
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10. What else should be taken into account for the efficiency (cost vs. benefit) of cargo drones in 
the field? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11. What pros and cons do you see in the use of cargo drones for purposes of international 
humanitarian aid? 
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Appendix A.2 – Partially transcribed interviews 

Table A-2: Partially transcribed interviews 

  

Evaluation of the business cases for cargo drones in humanitarian action
To better define the feasibility and relevance of using cargo drones for MSF operations Where are the needs?

– GENERAL – – SPECIFIC –

Name Institution Department Service Position Contact details Location Interview Date Interview 
Type/Location Note Drone use 

in Ops
Question 1: What are the main challenges of transport in 

humanitarian field?
Question 2: Are there situations in which certain items cannot be 

transported (in time)?
Question 3: What items are particularly challenging to transport 

in last mile delivery? Question 4: In what kind of logistic activities (emergency or routine) are cargo drones conceivable and what items could they transport? Question 5: In which specific parts of the supply chain do drones make 
sense?

Question 6: Do you think cargo drones could compete with the alternative 
delivery strategies, e.g. motorbike, or even replace them?

Question 7: In which current MSF projects could cargo drones be 
used and how?

L           O           G           I           S           T           I           C           A           L

Olivier BRANDNER 

& (Ludovic 

LEVADOUX)

OCP OPERATIONS
Cell 1 Emergencies 
Iraq, Kurdistan, North Iraq, North Nigeria

Logistics Manager

(Field Logistician)

olivier.brandner@paris.msf.org 

01 40 21 5707 

eric.pfeiffer@paris.msf.org 

01 40 21 2612

Paris 22.06.17 05:30 PM Personal, office Paris Eric PFEIFFER in Syria NO

02:37
- access in term of security

- type of road/road condition

- availability of vehicles, e.g. trucks

- season -> rainy season

- more constraints during rainy season -> but don't think drones 

could be helpful

03:54
- water samples (e.g. hepatitis E)

-> limited time for transport; hours depending on type sample 

-> due to bad road conditions sometimes not feasible so they cannot 

perform water testing

-> just need to transport samples when opening a new project or once 

per year

- things that are needed quickly, e.g. blood

- no situation in mind where a pill is urgently needed for lifesaving that 

needs to be transported immediately within 2-3 hours

06:30
- no kind of items that are challenging, because everything can be 

transported somehow/some when

- linked to the road condition, etc.

-> problem of context (broken bridge, flooded road, military 

authorisation missing, etc.)

- not cold chain items

-

- if delay -> authorisation issues

- e.g. Nigeria: problem to bring Diesel, but not a problem of 

transportation but authorisation from the army

- if there is difficult of access there is a high volume (10 tones)

9:58
- water samples (23:40  cold chain: ~10 kg; plus option to split them)

- blood test -> if there is no lab

10:54
- no

11:10
- not competitive with the price 

[mentions 1 million € drone used to localise migrant boats in the sea ]

- motorbike with someone will take 20€ for a day

12:37
- problem is lack of information on cargo drones (What is a cargo 

drone? -> no clue what can be send by drone)

- never happens that a small box needs to be send 

- car would be faster and easier

- sees drone applications more in the field of exploration/mapping and 

SAR than cargo

Nicolas BERUBE OCP OPERATIONS
Cell 2 
DRC Katanga, DRC Nord Kivu, CAR, Russia, Chad

Logistics Manager
nicolas.berube@paris.msf.org 

01 40 21 5684
Paris 29.06.17 02:00 PM Personal, office Paris Holiday in July; contact with Stefanie instead NO

00:36
- security

- example Bria, CAR road often blocked because of fighting  
along the way

-> this is why they have 2 MSF planes in CAR; sharing in 

between all 5 sections that are present there

- sometimes ethnic group of truck drivers can be also an issue 

depending on in which are we are transporting goods

- temperature of medical items
-> transport from Bordeaux to capital is well organised but not 
necessarily in between capital and project -> use of non-

refrigerated trucks and temperature above 30°C -> not a 
standard to have refrigerated trucks in between the capital 

and the project -> e.g. problem in Chad, where temperature can 

rise up to 45°C

03:10
- specific example CAR: new system for treatment of used water 

(purify grey and black water -> released in the city drain) -> specific 

new device implementing in our hospital in CAR and in which we are 

monitoring the added value in terms of water quality that is being 

released -> no laboratory in CAR for all specific tests required -> 

needs to be shipped to a laboratory in Paris -> problem: sending from 

CAR to Paris within 24 hours (time from taking sample to the 

reception in laboratory) -> not possible in that period of time, even 

though they use a direct Air France flight

[hospital is located in the capital]

07:23
- vaccine
- laboratory samples
- blood samples
- any other medical material, such as drugs
- fragile material

08:19
- example PNG: small volume -> so any blood sample

- during epidemic, when we need to confirm whether we are facing a specific cholera case -> need to send sample to the national laboratory in order to 

conform the disease

- vaccination campaigns (but big volumes)

- could also be relevant for transporting some medical data in places where we have outreach activities or where we are doing surveys

09:30
- capital <-> project <-> remote area 

10:53
- always a matter to be cost effective as well -> it all depends on how much it 

costs

- a lot of health structures are depending on referent health structures for their 

supply and to provide the medical data between each others on motorbikes

- but then it also needs to be a system that could be handed over to the MoH -> 

not sure if a supply system of drones would be something that could be handed 

over easily

12:09
- sees no specific needs in projects

- example emergency response yellow fever epidemic in DRC (last 

year) -> drones could have been useful

Grégoire PUTZ OCP OPERATIONS Cell 3 
Nigeria, Mali, Ivory Coast, Libya, Niger

Logistics Manager gregoire.putz@paris.msf.org Paris Holiday until 05.07.17 -> email/Skype

Gilles PELISSIER OCP OPERATIONS
Cell 4 
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran, Palestine, Armenia, Georgia

Logistics Manager
gilles.pelissier@paris.msf.org 

01 40 21 5664
Paris 29.06.17 05:00 PM Personal, office Paris NO

00:52
- rapidity

- conditions (for transport of medicines)

- costs

- example Pakistan: 1 order per year, enough time to prepare -> 

if right quantity to cover until next supply

- example Afghanistan: 3 OC's make supply together -> huge 

quantity -> every 3 month

03:12
- yes

- example: rules of country that forbid transport or take time due to 

bureaucracy

04:33
- thinks that will be challenging have nothing to do with drones -> for 

big machines

- cold chain; from start in Bordeaux to arrival in country -> up to 

��50°C 

-> when cold chain arrived in store in country it is safe -> know how to 

make local transport

-> main difficulties are the discussion with authorities, importation not 

the logistical side (transport) 

02:50/06:44/25:40
- only place where we could think about to improve are the regular activities
- unsure if cargo is best application for drones

- transport of information, such as USB. Stick (past vision of pigeons)

- blood samples 
-> dilemma: most important samples are the samples with the most dangerous diseases, such as Ebola -> but for now inconceivable to send this by 

drone due to reliability reason (crash will spread Ebola)

- develop telemedicine -> after video consolations drones could send medicine

- relay for radio

- light during night operations

- have drone somewhere ready to send the mixed package of antivenin of all poisonous animals in that specific region -> must be cold chain!

12:47
- no supply chain with drone

20:17
- drones can compete with a motorbike in terms of cargo for sure

23:24
- example PNG: reach outreach patients

- not on the cell's countries because drones are used for war
-> drone use would kill the project immediately

Lisa D'ONOFRIO OCP OPERATIONS
Cell 5 
Kenya, Malawi, Uganda, France, Greece

Logistics Manager lisa.donofrio@paris.msf.org Paris 23.06.17 10:00 AM Personal, office Paris NO

2:03
- challenges are different in each of the countries, as the context 

is different in each of those

- easiest country to talk about is Uganda -> where there is the 

biggest emergency project is

- HIV project in West of Uganda

- currently in Northern Uganda refugee crisis (fall out of conflict 

in South Sudan) -> main focus of activity since last year

-> it is an 11-hour drive to get there (project site Yumbe – 

capital Kampala)

-> 3 outpatient clinics & 1 inpatient clinic; watsan; send a lot of 

medicine; regular staff movement

=> strong need for cargo!

-> challenge of getting cargo there is more of a cost issue, as 

roads are pretty good in Uganda

- security or roads or access are not a problem in Uganda; 

standard of driving is good; vehicles are fine

05:41
- not really, because for example they are not providing food

- they would buy locally wherever they can in any case (e.g. for 

construction projects no transport of cement, but local purchase)

- the challenge is medicines!

-> because it's about keeping them cold, but it's MSF, so there are 

established cold chain systems in place

06:54
- not really

- again: medicines are the priority

- as long as MSF systems are followed, things get there

- time limit to keep things cold

- if security issue: keeping time limit problematic

- if anything unexpected happens, it puts everything into question (e.g. 

a security instand, a breakdown, etc.) 

-> do their best to minimise the impact of those delays

-> e.g. use kiss movements (each location sends out a vehicle at the 

same time; meet in the middle; swop cargo/people and turn around) -> 

2 vehicles on road, if one breaks down, backup

- good road condition: Uganda, Malawi, Kenya

- example Kenya: 8-hour drive between capital Nairobi and non-

emergency HIV project in Homa Bay

- security in Kenya slightly more of an issue in Kenya than in Uganda

- road safety more of an issue in Kenya -> but not enough to stop you 

travelling, it is just a risk that you take into account

- risk situation not very different from Uganda

- project in Nairobi in slum 

-> trauma centre -> sending ambulances into slum

-> roads within the slum are really difficult to navigate, so they adapted 

Toyota Land Cruisers to ambulances; 4 wheel drive vehicles needs

-> but no need to deliver any goods into the slum

- office is located at the edge of the slum

- just go in there to take people to the hospital

13:10
[table on cargo drones presented; cargo drones briefly presented plus feature of VTOL and automation ]

- send blood samples for HIV and TB tests

-> currently they use motorbikes for that

-> that would be a really interesting thing to explore e.g. in Kenya, where MSF supports a hospital in Ndhiwa, Homa Bay, and also supporting 4 
health centres within the same area

-> staff transport to these health centres take samples with them or equally, if  medicines need to be delivery to those health centres, a motorbike 

courier is used 

-> both of them need to be kept in strict conditions regarding temperature (cold chain)

=> the sooner it can get there, the better!
-> drone instead of motorbike is super!

- Unicef was sending blood samples in Malawi a couple of years ago

15:20

- sending drugs and vaccines to remote locations

- not for a mass vaccination campaign, but to support an arrangement that is 

already made or to be made in the future with a health centre, where MSF 

regularly supplies them, not on an emergency basis 

- last mile delivery

16:39
- technically yes they could

- and technically at some point they probably will

- problematic: make agreements, find out what permissions are needed from the 

local government

- sure there will be systems developed and everybody will agree to them

18:00
- for the HIV and TB projects in all 3 countries (Uganda, Kenya, 
Malawi)
-> transporting samples, medicines, vaccinations would be useful!

Anthony 

THOUVENIN
OCP OPERATIONS

Cell 6 (NY) 
Ethiopia, South Sudan, Sudan, Liberia, Haiti

Logistics Manager
anthony.thouvenin@newyork.msf.org

Skype: anthony.thouvenin.pro
NY 22.06.17 04:00 PM Skype, NY NO

01:03
- main challenge in South Sudan

- South Sudan: challenges: distances, access (to find a way by

road, river, air) => finding adequate solution regarding the 

context, distance, volume, problematics of the airstrip (wet soil 

in rainy season)

02:25
- this problem is more a question of delivery

- the problem is more how MSF is managing the supply

-> means: do we have the material when we want to ship it to the field, 

is it in stock, ordered early enough?

03:50
- most challenging: drugs 

-> because: transport <25°C;  increases challenge of supply; even 

more challenging cold chain (2-8°C)

- delays in supply chain are very challenging

- maintaining the temperature permanently is the real challenge 

(keeping  drugs cold all the way from Bordeaux to field)

- if cold chain broke: drugs considered to be expired/dead

08:25
- emergency -> very huge volume

- read to use stock for different emergencies: e.g. tents, generators, water production

- example South Sudan: transporting tractors/cars, generators, tents by plane

-  

13:17
- no ideas about the possibilities of cargo drones

[information given by interviewer: up to 10 kg ]

- distance is problematic

- has no idea what would be the added value to use drones to supply from the 

coordination pharmacy/general stock to the field, when easily done by car

- no current projects running, where working in camp

- drone transport: material (e.g. samples) from camp to camp in hard to reach 

or super crowdie areas

- no idea where to use drones to be added value in current projects

- insecure contexts -> people are suspicious, army

16:32
- not really

- new technologies: maintenance & operator required

- short distances can be covered by foot, motorbike, car; whatever is available

17:38
- no

Kassim MAWA 

BUGA & Henry 

SANTANA

OCP OPERATIONS
Cell 8 (Dubai) 
Yemen, Iraq, Jordan, Syria

Logistics Manager
kassim.mawabuga@paris.msf.org 

Skype: Mawa.buga.kassim
Dubai 04.07.17 12:00 PM Skype, Dubai NO

00:00
[...]

- availability of cars

- generally in the Middle East the transport part is not so 

complicated -> more on international perspective 

->  problem if small quantity of cargo needs to be transported to 

the mission, e.g. order North Syria small tents -> road transport 

to project takes 7 days you need at least 45 tonnes (minimum 

size of trucks)  -> challenging  to find smaller trucks; air 

shipment too expensive

01:40
- sometimes inventory assessment is slow -> when making quarterly 

order -> whole process gets delayed -> a lot of levels of 

validation/green lighting

- changing context, e.g. Yemen -> need to get  authorisation from local 

authorities -> can give you red light or green light -> has an impact 

when you are going to receive the order

04:00

- no

-> expats movements are very often 

-> expats move between hospital <-> project <-> coordination 

-> easy to throw cargo into those movements 

=> the last mile movements are not that complicated

- cold chain items, confidential documents are items where we would 

put more attention on to make sure you give it to somebody who is 

more responsible, not just to anybody and it wouldn't travel alone in 

the car with just the driver 

=> critical items for last mile: cold chain, confidential documents

- only place where drones might be helpful in the last mile: if car 

leaves and it take 3 or 5 hours to the project and after one hour they 

realise that they forgot something and turn around and drive all the 

way back -> drone could deliver fast to car instead car coming all the 

way back

- Kassim would think of drones now in the current context of Middle 

East -> a lot of suspicion -> drone use could put MSF teams at risk! 

- a lot of suspicions about Western activity -> would be a quick 

assumption that we are spying on them or from military reasons -> 

even if that would be cleared out the 2nd assumption would be that 

this could potentially be military drones or dangerous drones -> 

psychological effect  -> could have psychosocial triggers because of 

their life experiences

08:34
- example Dubai: drone taxi that can carry 1-2 passengers

- what kind of weight limits are we talking about 

[interviewer: up to 20 kg]

- cold chain: vaccines
- subset of cold chain: blood banks are regional -> more hospitals are working with the same blood bank -> regular  transporting the blood by drone 

would be interesting -> lifesaving!

- wouldn't send money with drones

- if special (sensitive) tool is broken -> quick drone transport 

- drones good for assessments or surveillance -> they see a lot more use in other non-transport type settings

- cargo drones for unique situations that are not foreseen! -> emergency situations (what you can't plan)

13:48
- deliver documents

- example Amman: regular document transport between coordination and 

hospital -> easy to pass it along with the staff movements

- drone useful for -> bypass middleman -> directly to last person

- in last mile delivery drones will be the most helpful, because everything 
before that is above the weight level of the drone

15:55

- many factors: costs, security constraints, -> depends

- today in the Middle East: drone won't compete

-> very first issue is the government authorisation to fly -> it's a no-go

- non-food items for displaced/refugee crisis: winter material: stoves, gloves, kits, 

such as sleeping kits, kitchen kits -> heavy (~100kg) -> would be just one drone 

per beneficiary -> every time this one drone will arrive, people would fight for that 

once delivery, because they don't know if/when it will arrive again

21:38
- in the Middle East no project!

- linked with telemedicine

-> but again: you will have to look at the cultural consequences of 

flying drones

- patient transport -> med evac

- health education: spreading leaflets

- in the Middle East a lot of remote tribes and also sometimes for 

famine or conflict reasons -> the population disperse -> search people 

with drone -> deliver (non-food) items to the new place
-> use of drone not in populated areas but in very remote areas

Michel Olivier 

LACHARITÉ
OCP LOGISTICS - Logistics Department Director

michelo.lacharite@paris.msf.org 

01 40 21 29 37
Paris 28.06.17 02:00 PM Personal, office Paris (YES)

01:07
- broad range of technical solutions

-> e.g. tracks, micro ambulances

- challenge is more about how we think about the mobility

10:00
- more a question of anticipation and planning (stock and quantity)

13:47
- will be more the condition of the transport, e.g. are boxes well 

organised or do they collapse during transport

- question of security, e.g. CAR, DRC, South Sudan -> might be good 

candidates because the access is very difficult; roads are not good

- delays because of road conditions (muddy, unsafe, etc.)

08:35/15:43
- blood bank

- special drugs 

- drugs to outreach health centres

- what makes a difference?

- always same route?

- project in Cambodia where OCP treats hepatitis C -> just a matter of giving them the drugs

-> possible that they make an order and delivery of the drugs is carried out by drone?

-> delivery on request directly to the house:  e.g. either drugs or also food for malnourished children

=> so for hep C and nutrition programmes? -> give autonomy to the patient 

-> means that drone will fly a lot! -> SKYWAYS!

21:28
- yes

- a lot of technical solutions -> it is about the way how to combine all these 
solutions
-> Land Cruiser for patient transport and at the same time cargo transport of e.g.  
vaccine, samples, blood, cold chain, expensive drugs, rarely used drugs 
(everything that comes in small quantities) by drone

06:30/22:40
- example project in Koutiala, Mali: target malnourished children with 

malaria

-> MSF hospital in centre of district + support of L-post [?]

-> research: what are the different flux? -> we know that every L-post 

needs some drugs and some nutrition 

- all countries with access problems!

- project in Cambodia: treatment for hepatitis -> more a distribution 

project

Laurent DEDIEU OCP LOGISTICS Operational Logistics Operational Logistics Manager
laurent.dedieu@paris.msf.org 

01 40 21 2773
Paris 23.06.17 02:30 PM Personal, office Paris NO

00:37
- big one: regulation issues

- cost issues -> cost related transport

- accessibility
-> quality of road
-> access during specific time of the year (rainy season)

-> e.g. South Sudan

-> access issues due to security
- use MSF planes -> high costs

- specific emergency
-> access, but more connected to infrastructure damage by 

the natural disaster or jam due to arrival of many humanitarian 

organisations intervening on the same project (e.g. congested 

airport)

03:18
- yes, possible, but depends

- due to lack of accessibility to some places

- transport of both: goods or personnel

- BUT always can find a solution, that might be not ideal and they 

make compromise in term of delays

- BUT no stop of operations because of transport constraints

- there are operations that aren't that big as they want them to be due 

to transportation problems, but no block of operations

04:47
- cold chain

- (bio)hazardous material 

- heavy equipment e.g. car to place only accessible by plane

05:54
- depends on capacity of drone

- small, quick, individual response to a specific need
-> using the flexibility of the drone and adaptability to very specific limited needs

- will need much less infrastructure, less maintenance, less human resources to operate a drone compared to what we have today (truck or plane)

-> deploying a plane: find a plane, find an airstrip, pilots, maintenance company , ground team on both sites etc. => requires very heavy infrastructure 

and organisation compared to a drone

28:42
- instead of sending a car with a small cool box with a few vaccines

-> drone faster

-> safer for staff (risk of travelling on the road)

-> save fuel in the long term

09:02
- where you need a quick and light response
-> typically if you need to carry something specific

-> example drone transport of antivenin, blood samples, specific vaccine or  
specific drug
-> just for one person

-> can be lifesaving  

- store specific drugs, not needed on a regular basis

-> drone delivery as kind of backup

- blood transport
-> instead of having a blood bank in a remote area (not used often)

-> better: more centralised blood banks with drone delivery
-> capacity ~1 kg -> needs to be checked how long the blood can stay out of 

the cold chain

- transport a drug that is lifesaving -> the more reliable the drone has to be!

12:35
- no

- maybe a motorbike (10-50 kg)

-> time issue -> drones faster

-> but motorbike can also transport personnel

13:56
- develop outreach activity (e.g. in the mountains, PNG) 

- if we put aside the problem of security and sensitive image of the 

drone in conflict areas, we could image to use it in the Nuba 

Mountains, South Sudan

- basically we could use it anywhere where MSF is supporting 
remote health structures

- temporary relay to transmit data (carrying antenna)

-> example: remote structure transmit data to a specific time

Daniel MOGLIA OCP LOGISTICS Technical Support
Referent Transport/Fleet 

management

daniel.moglia@paris.msf.org 

01 40 21 7652
Bordeaux 26.06.17 12:00 PM

Personal, office 

Bordeaux
NO

02:13
- main challenge: passengers/people; especially patients
- for cargo it can be difficult, but there will always be a solution 

found

- example South Sudan: most challenging transportation during 

rainy season

-> use planes mainly

-> any air operations strictly prohibited in South Sudan

-> thus cheaper transport by helicopter impossible

05:57
- no

- there will always be a solution found -> e.g. motorbike, plane, 

helicopter

06:47
- drugs/medicine in general (<25°C)

- most difficult to transport in MSF is vaccine in cold chain 
transportation (2-8°C)

- difficult transportation of infectious material such as TB samples 

09:06
- example Nepal: transport was very hard

-> 23 small trucks to transport hospital (mobile clinic)

13:03
- local transportation

13:20
- in some context 

- example of Nepal

- small medicines;  transport from capital to hospital -> might be 200 kg/week

- example hospital in Rutshuru, DRC: they send 1 truck per week

-> 9 tonnes truck; not always fully loaded

-> programme closed

17:15
- no

- example Chad: 2-day drive by car -> drone could do that in shorter 

time

Alfredo GONZALEZ OCP LOGISTICS Technical Support Referent Energy/Cold chain
alfredo.gonzalez@paris.msf.org 

01 40 21 7642
Bordeaux 26.06.17 05:00 PM

Personal, office 

Bordeaux
NO

01:44
- challenge on transport vaccination mostly on the last mile

-> to small health centres 

-> need to keep them between 2-8°C

=> mostly it is challenge of temperature and length of autonomy 

at that temperature

- it is not the speed of the transportation that is needed; its 

mostly how can we transport at a stable temperature between 2-

8°C for the period that we need to be out there (that medical 

staff goes to hard to reach areas)

03:06
- it is not a rush -> its mostly that that temperature is kept

- in any case, even if cargo goes fast, people still need to get there 
to vaccinate
- the challenge is to keep the cold chain at that temperature as long as 

it takes the vaccinator to get to the hard to reach area, conducting the 

vaccination and come back

04:28
- vaccines

05:05
- vaccines would be good

- we have some operations where we send vaccines every week or every 2 weeks for example to the small health care centres

-> that requires quite a bit of logistics

-> can imagine to send it by drone -> could be less heavy logistical

-> however, there is medical supervision that takes place when this is done => in any case people have to go there (to apply vaccines) 

- sometimes they send icepacks (40 kg!)

08:05
- last mile -> because that is where it is hard to go

- capital to the field -> cars/trucks are moving anyway, because staff needs to 

be transported

-> drone use where movements are not required or when there just vaccines 

needs to be transported

-> sometimes you just need to send vaccines other there and you mobilise a 

whole vehicle just to go there to give these vaccines

=> better by drone (don't need to mobilise vehicle + staff) -> more operational

09:27
- can't compete with helicopters, since they can transport heavy equipment and 

people

- however, they can compete with motorcycle

-> not in every case; because motorcycle can carry vaccinator + vaccines and 

drone can only transport vaccines

- out-of-box idea: vaccinator goes and stays there 3 days and moves every 
evening to an other place; drone transports the vaccines, so they are 
always kept between 2-8°C; send vaccines from the base with the icepacks  
every day in the morning; vaccinator sends vaccines back in the evening, at 
base icepacks are replenished 
-> this is for routine vaccination

-> specific project: Moissala, Chad or Paoua, CAR !

12:26
- see previous out-of-box idea => specific project: Moissala, Chad or 
Paoua, CAR ! 

Hocine BOUHABIB OCP LOGISTICS Technical Support Technical Support Manager
hocine.bouhabib@paris.msf.org 

01 40 21 2616
Bordeaux 26.06.17 04:00 PM

Personal, office 

Bordeaux
NO

01:27
- main challenge: transport in hard conditions (like DRC & 

South Sudan)

- DRC & South Sudan are the two biggest missions where they 

face difficulties in transportation

-> not for the same reason: 

->> DRC: roads exist, but they are in bad condition
->> South Sudan: road doesn't exist in most cases and if 
existing it is available only 4 month/year
- in South Sudan, complete order/transport/supply in that 4-

month time window

-> otherwise (if something forgotten/needed) it is air supply, 

which is costly

03:22
- of course it happens

- it is a matter of planning

- example South Sudan: if there is a new need out of the 4-month time 

window -> either missing or costly air transport

- financial afford

04:41
- no

05:05/05:44
- he doesn't see anything

- example PNG: transport of lab samples, because it is light

- deliver drugs to the patient instead of asking the patient to come to the consultations, to receive medication (weekly/monthly drugs)

-> telemedicine consultation

-> supply the drugs directly to the patient instead of sending one car and one driver 

- sending samples for remote health centres to a central point

05:35/08:32
- end

- remote areas

09:41
- can compete totally with a helicopter in terms of budget

- can also compete with motorbikes at some point -> drone more efficient (less 

energy; large spectre of transport)

10:54
- outreach activity projects

-> patients spread on a large area

- collection of information

-> asking information from remote health centres and you want to 

collect all the data, in cases where: no satellite phone, no GSM 

network around ->> can send a drone at it carries the information 

(USB key or Bluetooth)

Jérôme LEGLISE OCP LOGISTICS Technical Support Referent WASH/Watsan jerome.leglise@paris.msf.org Bordeaux 27.06.17 10:30 AM
Personal, office 

Bordeaux
NO

01:43
- depends on the size of the project

-> big emergencies, such as refugee camp situations -> tanks 

for water storage or water treatment, pipelines, water pumps, 

consumables such as chemicals like chlorine or flocculence, 

distribution ramps

-> quire large volume, especially pipelines

- state of the roads can be a problem (e.g. rainy season)

- international freight regulations -> challenging to transport 

chemicals

04:37
- yes, it may happen

- typically in rainy season -> example South Sudan: long distances, in 

rainy season you may have all the roads to a certain destination 

closed; only way could be a small plane, which reduces the 

volume/capacity

- they had some delays because of that -> can be several month delay 

in some cases

06:25
- they don't have that highly sensitive items 

- for them it is more a question of volume and weight and state of the 

roads

- once you have the authorisation in a country, it is not tricky to 

transport e.g. chemicals

07:40
- take pictures form above -> help to do some mapping; asses the number of population

- example PNG: sample transport

- sometimes (not that often) need to transport water samples to do some bacteriological testing -> challenging, because cold chain transport and in very 

limited period of time (ideally <24 hours)

-> example South Sudan: testing for hepatitis E (can't be detected with the tools on the field) had to be send not just to the capital of South Sudan but to 

a lab in Kenya => very challenging within 24 hours!

-> this is a limited amount -> transport also possible for: bacteria responsible for cholera, etc.

10:19
- to send back something from the field

- watsan/WASH -> equipment needed in emergency too heavy for drones

11:15
- in WASH sector not (in WASH: even small planes/helicopters cannot compete 

with a truck)

- maybe in other sectors

- motorbikes for instance are very useable for cold chain

12:15
- typically places where roads is an issue, so:

-> South Sudan

-> DRC

-> CAR

=> top 3 in terms of difficulties for cargo transportation

Philip JANSSENS OCG LOGISTICS Technical Support Technical Support Manager philip.janssens@geneva.msf.org Geneva 27.06.17 02:00 PM
Personal, training site 

Bordeaux
Interview during RDSU traning exercise YES

01:05
- most of what they are transporting is either personnel/patients 

or equipment

-> this is very basic but that's is very often where much of the 

exotic equipment in general fails

- one of the frequent problems is difficult terrain
-> many exotic solutions that come up, including quads, have 

often a very limited transport capacity

03:56
- many of the supply problems are transport problems - but big/heavy 

stuff

- in OCG they do not often face transport problems for small, 
compact items
-> OCG more faces transport problems for patients & staff

-> OCG very often faces transport problem for referrals, its for 
vaccination campaigns

06:20
- recent example Congo when there was the very recent Ebola 

outbreak, OCG was setting up to do an Ebola vaccination -> there 

indeed the last mile distribution or even the last 100 mile distribution  
was complicated as they were in a bush setting -> but big/heavy 

equipment to send; at least very sensitive cold chain (in that case it 

was -80°C cold chain) -> the cold chain equipment would be heavy + 

you also need to transport the personnel with it! 

02:42/07:40
- small parcels to be transported where regular road transport wouldn't be practical (medical samples, cold chain cargo)
-> for medical samples always the question, what happens if drone disappears? -> safety of the drone transport isn't up to level for this type of 

dangerous goods -> example Ebola samples (not possible to transport by drone: too dangerous)

- part of drug distribution -> for exotic/rare drugs, which you don't need all the time in every project
-> store them centrally -> when this exotic, occasional need pops up in one of the project you ship it by drone from the central stock to the project
-> he could imagine but he hasn't so much heard about that type of need

- it is rare that the transport of a small cargo over this type of distances is an issue

08:33
- 

11:55
- no, but:

-> they could fill a niche for some type of rapid distribution

05:34/12:19
- for the operations that OCG does, he has nothing on his radar where 

drones could cover something for transport
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02:48
- main objective: passengers!

- means that the main challenge is safety for the passengers

- in terms of access; they can always find a company

- challenge is to find a reliable company that transports 

passengers safe to a specific place

04:12
- had difficulties sometimes to transport biological samples (because 

packages can be infectious and thus some companies negate the 

transport)

- issue to transport gas bottles! (air operations cell do not want to 

transport gas for safety reasons)

- situations where they can't send a helicopter

-> restrictions

-> weather issues (fog, etc.)

-> night
-> no landing site
->> example Haiti: not always possible to send a helicopter in the 

mountains -> fog, etc. -> they decided not to fly

- or no helicopter available -> especially in emergency

- Category A infectious samples (such as Ebola); not very common 

transport

- cold chain

10:00
- to find the capacity/company to deliver

- finding a company that transports e.g. to Nairobi, Juba

-> find a local company

11:20
- air operations cell's activity is passengers

EMERGENCY:

- pre-flight assessment: aerial view/spot the airstrip by drone -> check landing site for helicopter/aircraft

-> if airstrip is in good condition/ useable? Enough place to land for helicopters?

-> example Nepal: GPS-coordinates for landing in the middle of a school (landing zone was soccer field)

22:00
- added value of cargo drone is more in a situation where a community needs to receive medication or MSF should receive from them some samples -> 

same as MSF does e.g. in South Africa for HIV -> there is kind of exchange with remote communities

-> not send a whole car to pickup only one sample

-> also for drugs: not always the need to send a complete car for delivery of drugs

27:00
- daily or at least weekly exchange of samples

28:25
- very specific vaccine

-> fast delivery of antivenin

-> so many types of antivenin that you can't have all in stock in the remote hospital

-> central stock in the capital (where coordination is based)

-> have to react very quickly, even in the night!
-> e.g. in places like Amazon where are a lot of rivers

36:00
- medical kits for HIV stored in coordination (capital) -> if infection: need to start delivery very quickly and sometimes it is not possible (e.g. no plane)

-> HIV kit is just 500g

14:21
- at the end -> last mile delivery

14:50
- passengers: no

- cargo: will be difficult to compete

-> if only one activity, such as bringing same parcel to the same place -> drones 

might be able to replace

15:27
- emergencies (such as Haiti or Nepal)

-> pre-flight assessment

- dangerous goods (infectious, gas bottle, etc.) -> better with 
drone than with passengers aircraft

Caroline SEGUIN OCP OPERATIONS Cell 8 (Dubai) 
Yemen, Iraq, Jordan, Syria

Deputy Cell Manager  caroline.seguin@paris.msf.org Dubai No reply to two emails over three weeks.

Where are the needs?
– GENERAL – – SPECIFIC –

M              E               D              I               C              A              L Question 1: What are the main medical challenges in 
humanitarian field missions regarding transport?

Question 2: Are there situations where medical support cannot 
reach certain places due to logistical constraints (logistic 

limitations that block medical activity)?

Question 3: What medical supplies need to be transported locally 
on a regular basis during long-term programmes? Question 4: What medical supplies need to be transported locally as quick as possible during a mass-casualty emergency response?

Question 5: Would it make a significant impact on the patient’s benefit if 
medical supplies up to a few kg, such as vaccines or antivenin, could be 

transported in shorter time?

Question 6: What medical supplies or equipment could potentially be 
transported by cargo drones in MSF activities? Transport by cargo drone 

means: ~2 kg; >100 km

Question 7: Do you think cargo drones could compete with the 
alternative delivery strategies, e.g. motorbike, or even replace 

them?

(Clair MILLS) OCP MEDICAL - Medical Department Director
clair.mills@paris.msf.org 

01 40 21 2929
Paris New; Sylvie establishes other contact 

Nathalie 

BOUYGUES
OCP MEDICAL Vaccination Vaccination Advisor nathalie.bouygues@paris.msf.org Paris 28.06.17 03:00 PM Personal, office Paris NO

01:53
- for vaccination: all the vaccine must be kept in cold chain

-> cold chain increases the transport weight and volume

02:40
- yes we can have

- what delays the transport must of the time are customs, papers, 

procedures, etc.

- example: measles outbreak in Kananga, DRC in 2015: mass 

vaccination campaign in remote area only possible by foot -> hired 

carriers to carry all the equipment needed for the vaccination 

04:42
- roads! -> most of the time we don't have road, just trails

- most challenging medical items to transport: vaccines due to cold 

chain

05:35
- for vaccination: drone would be useful in remote areas where we don't have 

access -> you cannot send everything by plane because it is in the middle of a 

forest 

-> but still need to see the people (consultation)

- her view: use of drones will be something we add/something more

- vaccination types: routine immunisation (daily; children are coming to receive 

their primary series of vaccination) or mass campaign (two types: response to 

outbreak (quick!) or preventive mass campaign (e.g. displacement of population, 

with bad living conditions -> prevent outbreaks))

-> drones would be more useful in mass campaign, either response or 
preventive
-> because purpose of mass campaign is to vaccinate as many people as 

possible as quickly as possible

-> in routine vaccination everything is planned -> whereas mass campaign is 

more of an emergency 

- currently no mass campaign in operation! -> just routine vaccination

Natalie ROBERTS OCP OPERATIONS
Cell 1 Emergencies 
Iraq, Kurdistan, North Iraq, North Nigeria

Emergency Cell Manager natalie.roberts@paris.msf.org Paris 03.07.17 04:00 PM Personal, office Paris Medical background NO

00:56
- depends on context

-> e.g. South Sudan, Nigeria, Ethiopia, CAR -> huge issues 
with the terrain/environment -> no access at certain time of 

year (whole areas cut off by the rainy season)

- additionally: political and military access problems (e.g. 

Nigeria: entry ban even for NGOs by military or government)

02:32
- there are!

-> during rainy season -> location such as South Sudan, Ethiopia 

(struggled with refugees during rainy season)

- example Yemen: poor roads and security issues

- but usually there is a way around the logistical challenges -> but 

sometimes that means compromises on security or time 

-> example earthquake Nepal: use of helicopters -> helicopter crash: 1 

MSF Netherlands expatriate was killed 

- there is a lot of logistical challenges around the world / a lot of 

regions in the world where it is complicated -> but there is not that 

many where in the end MSF has to abandon, because there is no way 

of getting there, but have to make a lot of compromises  

04:35
- therapeutic food

- vaccines

05:05
- emergency situations is much the same than long-term programmes; doesn't change that much

-> in emergency they can often just plan for the next few weeks

-> in emergency it is much more important to know the supply and the routes, so that you can do things quickly, because the situation isn't stable -> in 

particular for lifesaving material, such as therapeutic food, antibiotics, etc. + in conflict zone surgical equipment and medicines to treat the injured

- example Philippines (Typhoon): airport was wiped out -> could land anything -> port very difficult as well -> they where blocked in the last step (to get 

onto that island) and could response quickly enough (not quickly enough for the life critical injured on day one)

-> airport was managed my military with meant that only military planes could land for the first week

-> in an emergency you have to get your supply as quickly as possible to the emergency site

08:51
- maybe in certain situations (such as after a natural disaster -> antibiotics, 

painkillers -> could have a lifesaving effect)

- in lot of them not so much 

- but in emergency big and bulky items -> food or water treatment or surgical 

interventions for a natural disaster -> drone to small

- but after natural disaster when people need something basic very quickly 

(e.g. so that wound doesn't get infected) -> drones maybe good for that

10:55
emergency 

- insulin -> in cold chain

- antibiotics (both injectable and oral)

- intravenous fluids are quite heavy

- anaesthetic drugs -> e.g. if you know there is a health facility that is 
functional after a natural disaster but they don't have enough drugs to 
provide anaesthesia -> if short on drugs to perform surgeries you could send  a 

drone -> but still need intravenous fluids

- in long-term programmes

-> drones to cover distance, so that patients don't have to come for a long 

distance to get their medicines

13:35
- maybe drones could compete with the motorbike strategy they use in 

places like DRC

-> benefit of motorbike: person!

-> drone issue: does person at the other end know how to use?

-> a lot of times motorbike is used to send a person, not just supplies

- drones are useful in very certain contexts, but probably not to 

replace that many things

Rozenn LE 

MELINER
OCP OPERATIONS

Cell 2 
DRC Katanga, DRC Nord Kivu, CAR, Russia, Chad

Medical Referent
rozenn.lemeliner@paris.msf.org 

01 40 21 29 29
Paris 30.06.17 12:00 PM cancelled meeting shortly before
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01:52
- linked to the roads

-> quality of roads is a big problem (not in the cell's countries, 

but where he has worked before: e.g. South Sudan)

-> there are roads that are complete cut off for 5-6 month during 

the rainy season

-> cargo was blocked somewhere for 10 days because bridge 

broken

- current example: project in Mali -> problem with flooding

-> during some parts of the year; either you go by boat or you 

don't go -> town where there is the project has no airstrip, so 

you cannot fly to this place -> medical supply + expats are going 

by road and then by boat (or Land Cruiser on barge)

- security issues -> sometimes you cannot drive the road due to 

security issues

04:08
- his experience in MSF: yes and no 

-> sometimes shortage of supply due to logistical constraints, but only 

temporary -> usually in MSF we find a solution (e.g. if truck blocked 

there is a delay; but find a solution; empty truck and fly things over or 

horses)

=> biggest problem is the delay and not complete blockage

-> of course that delay can have a significant impact on the patient -> 

even one week of delay and you don't have a certain drug and only 

this drug can cure the patient -> you might have some patient dying 

-> fortunately in most medical situation you have different option to 

cure (other drugs) -> most times you can manage a delay, but there 

are times where there are no other option at all (e.g. HIV drugs), if you 

have a shortage of HIV drugs there is no other choice! Same thing with 

TB, or diabetes, if you don't have insulin then you're stuck

- MSF has boat in Nigeria and should be buying a boat in Mali

07:05
- most sensitive items that need to be transported regularly are cold 

chain items (2-8°C)  -> cold chain in general: laboratory sample, 

drugs, vaccines, other lab consumables, tests

-> capacity of storage on the field is often not very big

-> storage in capital (also electricity is more stable in the capital)

-> send cold chain items, such as vaccines, periodically to the field

=> this is the item that we need to send the most frequently

- example: previous (closed) project where they could only stock one 

month of supply -> every month truck from capital to project

-> why not building bigger warehouse?: there are situation where you 

can't build bigger warehouse, e.g. for security reason in South Sudan 

(bombardment), lack of materials (in the middle of nowhere or no air 

conditioning, (need to be kept <25°C)), generator for ac, bigger 

problem is where do you get the fuel?

- if keeping drugs for short term, 25°C limit doesn't apply (25°C limit is 

for long term)

- example: one of the projects in South Sudan is still existing, but don't 

know frequency of supply

13:10
- mass-casualty emergency response: items needed in an emergency room 

-> 1. they're bulky and 2. they're heavy

-> things like infusions, dressing materials, gloves, small medical supplies (meaning catheters, tubes)

=> this is for general mass-casualty emergency response

- if mass-casualty includes an operating theatre for example then you even get much heavier, because now we're talking about equipment (sterilisation 

modules, operating theatre bed (weights 500kg))

14:56

- YES!

-> it depends on what kind of material/drugs we're talking

-> for example missing something small, but that thing is vital to treat patients, 

then yes

-> it can be a 3 kg box -> yeah, you can literally save lives

- sometimes it is even equipment 

-> example: drills for orthopaedic surgery, if you don't have that drill you're life 

would be hell -> just a very small box -> if the drill breaks down it can be a 

problem -> to transport this drill will make a huge impact

-> could also be insulin or one particular drug that you have a shortage of

18:08
[looking at current drone performance overview presented by interviewer]

- example: South Sudan -> distance between real base (cross border activity) and 

the project itself is around 70-80 km and during the rainy season there is a period 

of 3 weeks/a month you cannot pass at all

-> in this kind of place, if you have a drone range of 100 km that's perfect -> 
you could send lifesaving materials
-> problem of security (war zone; shooting at drone)

-> on request: it is possible to use air transport in South Sudan -> 2-3 MSF 

planes -> not inside country (no problem inside South Sudan) -> problem is if 

you're going across boarders 

- South Sudan heavily militarised: anything that is flying is perceived as an enemy 

object, because either perceived as surveillance drone, which should be shoot 

down, or its perceived as something to bomb them, so again they will try to shoot 

it down -> that's a context where it will be difficult to fly either fixed-wings or even 

the hybrid 

-> but another context that could be useful is drone flights at night in cities

-> example: curfew, pharmacy not in hospital, but within range of 20 km, drone 

could delivery urgently needed items to hospital at night, when nobody is allowed 

to go out

-> or in places with mines

-> example Mali: can't cross river -> drone to get supplies across the river

-> his perspective: drone technology only a few contexts that it would be an 
every day use, but the day that you're absolutely blocked, it could save a 
life for sure!

24:47
- in certain context: yes

-> why would I risk my staff, if I have a drone to send it with

- main issue: security

- if drone technology gets more sophisticated, easier to use and 

cheaper, then eventually he will replace human beings with drones as 

well 

- obviously the human factor is flexibility -> you can talk to people, ask 

questions

- if it is regular routine you can set up a system that is going to be very 

functional

- example Timbuktu: mine fields outside of the city, distances aren't 

that fare (around 20 km) -> sometimes people couldn't come to us 

because of the security -> security issues not in their town and not in 

Timbuktu but on the road

- one of the main things: cost! -> but if there are no other options 
(e.g. can't send people because it is too dangerous/risky) then  
even more costly drone is possible

Jade PENA OCP OPERATIONS
Cell 4 
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran, Palestine, Armenia, Georgia

Medical Referent
jade.pena@paris.msf.org 

01 40 21 5701
Paris 29.06.17 05:00 PM Personal, office Paris NO

40:00
- epidemic: send samples quickly to lab

- natural disaster: no communications -> drones could provide 

communication

-> in the beginning of a disaster the information on magnitude, 

number of patients, is important

-> chaotic

42:00
- bad road conditions during flooding

- delayed

- example Afghanistan: "bad people" on the roads (security) -> 

irregular transport of drugs, surgical equipment

43:44
- human resources

- surgical supply

- HIV/TB projects -> you can plan

46:30
- surgical!

-> surgical kits, medical kits, communications kit, watsan kit

- in natural disasters: need medical kits! (and watsan; especially water)

48:29
- problem is where it comes form (in case of OCP: Bordeaux) -> this has an 

impact; if doing medical orders, if lead time is long, order bigger which has 

impact on the storage space

- in the country it is not a problem to transport the medical supplies as long as 

you have the trucks and planes [?]

-> unless there is a war that cuts off all those things

=> getting it to/into the country is the problem (outside), but not within 
the country (inside)

- could be lifesaving if transport in country takes place in hours instead of days

-> but, waiting one or two days longer for your supply wouldn't make a 

different if you're already waiting for one week

52:25
- can't think of anything regarding lifesaving material within hours

Estelle PASQUIER OCP OPERATIONS Cell 5 
Kenya, Malawi, Uganda, France, Greece

Medical Referent estelle.pasquier@paris.msf.org Paris no time for meeting during my stay in Paris

General yes: IIII  4   no: IIIIIIIII 9

motorbike: yes: IIIIIIIIIII 11   no: IIIII 5

key: 

Logistical

Medical

Others
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What is needed?

Question 8: Could the use of cargo drones take place in all contexts (conflict, 

natural disasters, epidemics and social violence/healthcare exclusion)?

Question 9: What specific requirements do cargo drones have to meet 

in order to support MSF operations effectively (specifications)?
Payload Distance Frequency Size Delivery Automation 

Question 10: What else should be taken into account for the 

efficiency (cost vs. benefit) of cargo drones in the field?

Question 11: What pros and cons do you see in the use of cargo 

drones for purposes of international humanitarian aid?
Note of interviewer

01:04
- contexts where drones can't be used due to war, etc.
- no use in Iraq, Syria,
- unsure about Nigeria, but not a good idea

- drones are used for bomb attacks in the cell's countries

15:47
- 1 tonne 

- especially in Nigeria they have helicopters

- UNHAS (United Nations Humanitarian Air Service) as air support in a lot of 
places
-> if road access is impossible -> UNHAS air transport by e.g. helicopter

15:50
- 500 kg for example

- 5 kg or 50 kg is 
useless

- "if we can already 
send a 100 kg of 
supply per day, it's  
okay"

- water samples (23:40 
cold chain: ~10 kg; 
plus option to split 
them)
- hepatitis E 10 l per 
sample, but there 
might be other 
constraints such as 
super cold chain -80°C 
at one specific type!

17:20
- 50-100 km

18:12
- depending on 
capacity

19:06
- identification/coloured visibility (e.g. white and red = 
humanitarian use)
- easy use
- easy maintenance
- no additional operator

[interviewer introduced cargo drone service carried out by 
companies ]
- they will never come to Mosul, (Dakar) or Borno, Nigeria due to 
the security situation; will never send a technician there
-> so for emergency desk it is useless 

21:30
+ exploration/mapping/SAR

– car would be faster
– no added value in cargo
– special authorisation from ministry

- no clue how many kg can be transported or what the limits are
- believes landing area is required
- consider: 2 male experts interviewed together; don't admit 
problems; pose themselves as experts that know how to 
overcome any challenge
- company contact had a deterrent effect, due to the price of 
hundreds of Euro per kg
=> problem is the lack of information about cargo drones and 
the personal views (seen as toys) 

13:45
- in conflicts difficult -> sometimes can be even difficult to land a plane in a conflict 
area; has happen to us quite often in Bria, CAR recently
-> 2 MSF planes 
-> pilots waiting for green light to be able to land 
-> even tough MSF has a contact to the armed groups to ask for cessation of fire for 
the plane to land -> it has happened that they had to cancel the landing -> truck 
transport was not possible

16:39
- load capacity as high as possible
- temperature regulated (for cold chain) -> autonomy

18:25
- specific to the use

16:00/18:50
- perception of the drone -> some people may think it can be 
military device -> acceptance!

- autonomy
- load

14:10/19:50
+ in areas with security issues it can be a way of transportation that is 
safer for MSF's human resources (instead of drivers)
+ being able to reach remote areas where we cant land with a regular 
plane or where we need to take several boats on order to cross rivers 
that aren't necessarily secure for the staff
+ even more reactive than planes

– limited volume
– acceptance

12:30
- sees no specific needs, but if we provide him some 
applications/solutions/ideas/perspective it would help to see if 
there would be a need in the 4 countries

22:45
CAR:

- Bangui (CAR's capital) MSF trauma centre for wounded
- also projects in Paoua, Carnot and Bria -> paediatric care + 
HIV&TB
-> Bria: things getting more and more intense, highly militarised 
-> problem to reach by road or by plane 
-> regular supply needs to be shipped! 
-> Bria: when combat, they are sending mobile surgical team to 
treat the wounded (no stay, no round trip)-> to reach 
displaces/vulnerable population; no support of health centres in 
Bria!
-> from these projects they are support national health centres 
in the area with supplies (particularly in Paoua and Carnot) -> in 
Bria mostly mobile clinic
-> supply to health centres in a monthly basis which has a 

volume that can be carried on a motorcycle (e.g. medical 

data, drugs)

- 

32:00
- no! -> drones used for war in the cell's countries

30:00
- need to maintain cold chain

32:50
- colourful drones wouldn't solve the issue of impossible use in conflict 
settings 

30:00
- South Sudan could 
be 2000 km -> 3 
hours by helicopter

34:10
- too expensive to deliver rarely used items -> wouldn't use 
drone for example of antivenin due to high costs [but only 
because he assumes that drone would cost 250.000$]
- no replacement of motorbike! -> costs

- good for telecommunication, mapping, publicity

15:00/36:07
+ quicker
+ more efficient

– must always be a base (change battery, etc.)
– not personal (Who receives the medicine?)
– no regulations for drones
– unsure (reliability)
– can't be used all the time (e.g. rain)
– can't be send anywhere (where you go you need a base to receive; 
motorbike doesn't need a base to delivery)
– need to land somewhere (parachute not sufficient for sending 

medicine because need to be sure that doctor gives medicine to 

patient)

22:30
- MSF's core competence human at the end; doctor; personal 
consultation

32:15
- drones shouldn't be used for cargo

19:03
- don't know
- permissions is an obstacle to surmount and it will be done
- using drones in conflict situation is probably more sensible that in a normal situation

20:15
- for their projects, drones do not have to have a huge weight capacity
- if it is just transporting samples and small amounts of drugs than the 
weights are quite low

- need some kind of mechanism to maintain cold chain

- reference clinic to outlying health centres -> by road those distances are a 
couple of hours -> guess: ~100 km 

21:58
- <10 kg

21:40
- ~100 km 

22:08
- supporting 4 
health centres in 
one area
-> if want to pickup 
from each health 
centre once per 
week 
=> 4 days/week

23:10
- depends on 
carrying capacity

21:00
- pickup

- how much training 
do somebody need 
to be able to 
interact with drone? 
(take parcel and 
load it up with 
another one)
-> certain among of 
training required

24:10
- automation
- medical staff -> 
people can be 
trained; need to be 
trained

27:34
- time

25:43/27:48
+ if it is another method of transporting samples, that is quick, that 
keeps them cold, that doesn't involve sending someone out just to 
pickup samples
+ idea is to increase efficiency (if it is a proven success: that is the 
outcome of what we are always looking for)

– drones do not negate the need for MSF to ever go there (in context 
of reducing vehicles, reducing drivers)
– cut jobs

- MSF isn't just a delivery service

- mentions at the beginning that she knows very little about 
drones
- new to MSF (since beginning of 2017)

18:00
- in the countries where the cell is working today, he has no idea where drones could 
be added value
- could be problematic in conflict settings

20:18
- volume of could chain
- sees no need where to transport a small box with vaccines with a limited 
distance
- 

23:35
- no

21:45
- from pharmacy to 
the field: few km to 
1000 km
- e.g. South Sudan: 
distance between 
coordination and the 
furthest project is 
700-800 km

24:00
- assumes it is 
better to land where 
is open space and 
parachute where 
impossible to land
- e.g. South Sudan: 
swamp area -> very 
difficult to land 
- delivery type 
depends on the 
circumstances in 
the project

25:58
- maintenance (spare parts, etc.)
- operator
- local perception

- tool for camp mapping; view from the sky = added value

28:46
+ quick view from the sky: patients of measles outbreak: calculate the 
number of population in village (number of houses) and mortality rate 
(number of graves)

– biggest concern: volume (2-3 tones)
– regarding size, weight, distance of delivery -> not sure if possible to 
find a solution with drones

Not convinced about use of drones
Not able to see where use of drones could take place
Doesn't know about automation (thinks they have to be 
operated within line-of-sight and does know how to operate 
them in 2-3km distance)
-> thus, no idea where to use a cargo drone

19:38
- won't use it in conflict areas
- also if conflict is over and there is a natural disaster: still might be that the drone 
triggers psychological people in a negative way -> impact on culture/beneficiary might 
be negative because of that past history with drones
- for many people their first experience with drones is negative -> especially in Middle 
East -> but in Africa different! -> people there don't know that is a drone or what a 
drone does, because involvement of the usage of drones for military activities in Africa 
are very less (unless Somalia -> exception)

25:15
- for blood bank, vaccines, etc. 

- less 5 kg is useless -> then the only thing is really papers/documents

- above 5 kg would depend on drones criterial or specifications

- flying time of drone less than an hour -> useless

- example blood bank: delivery to certain hospitals is probably less than 50 
km

24:29
- >5 kg

26:28
- flying time should 
be more than an 

hour

- even 50 km would 
be useful

28:48
- population's 
assumption:
-> the larger the 
drone: military 
drone carrying 
missile
-> the smaller: spy

27:56
- besides the 
leaflets everything 
else is landing

- even the non-food 
items shouldn't be 
parachuted (don't 
want to drop 20 kg 
on somebody's 
head)

29:45
- price of drone compared to the price of a driver 
=> there needs to be a comparative cost analysis done!

- even if you replace the driver, you still need a drone operator -> 
unless it is completely autonomous

- look for countries where access is complicated, e.g. African 
countries where road access is a nightmare , which takes 
several days -> this is a place where it will be cost effective 

- projects completely cut off in rainy season because muddy 
roads 
- cross river by drone -> if bridge broken
- South Sudan, DRC -> become inaccessible by road in the rainy 
season
=> use of drones in places where the roads have failed!

32:55
+ not relying on roads

– resemblance to military drones
– increased complication in terms of authorisation -> it is new to 
governments and they will question it a lot
– nothing better than car & driver

- would need a better assessment if it would reduce cost, e.g. in 

terms of fuel, personnel, maintenance easier than car? etc.

24:07
- yes
- there is always constraints: security, national authorisation

25:20
- also consider: robustness, maintenance, etc. 

26:01
- scalability 

11:50/26:50
+ quick delivery
+ can be used anywhere

– resource mobilisation (personnel, time) ->  what is return of 
investment?
– perception
– can't replace the good contact MSF has with the people (patients)

00:30
- involved in PNG project

- make intervention strategy for cargo drones

17:12
- if no big access or transport issue, it might not be so critical
- more and more critical; terrorist groups using drones to drop grenades
- drone image -> connected to military

19:56
- what we need is reliability  
- accessibility of technology (no need of highly qualified staff)

- example: last mile delivery in hard to reach place (no access with cars or 
motorbike; only way of access is walking): 50 km and a few kg

22:53
- few kg
- samples in cold chain 
0,5-1 kg
- <1 kg will decrease 
the interest
- 1-5 kg: specific 
drugs, vaccine, blood, 

22:00
- ~50 km

24:00
- depending on 
operation

21:10
- not just drop 
thinks, but pickup! 
(critical of flexibility 
of operation)

21:04
- automatically take-
off and landing

24:50
- operational technical setup
- cost of equipment (drone)
- level of training necessary to operate -> level of automation of 
the drone -> need personnel to programme?
- like all equipment in operations: maintenance
-> access to spare parts; change battery

26:43
+ flexibility
+ potential lack of infrastructure
+ capacity of access to remote areas/difficult access area (swamps, 
mountains, forests)

– technology not sure enough to use it on a routine point of view
– drone image/sensitivity in conflict area
– potential difficulties depending on the technology to operate

- just a tool, not magic solution for everything

15:05/21:00
- example DRC: acceptance of the population -> spying tool (?)
- context is difficult
- small drone less complicated than bigger drones
- impossible to use drones in South Sudan or Israel 

23:00
- specific example Nepal (emergency): 
-> 200-300 km
-> >10 tonnes every day

- in emergency equipment is heavy: ~200 tonnes

- night flight! (example emergency Nepal)

26:14
- in emergency: 
example 
Philippines 200 km,
Nepal 300 km, 
Iraq 150 km  

27:00
- small

28:25
- land/pickup better 
than drop (more 
risky)
-> need to prepare 
drop zone

30:32
- automation

30:50
- can't imagine a MSF project where cargo drones could be used
- ask for authorisation to fly
- compare cost of drones to trucks

09:47/33:06
+ send cargo to special areas
+ maybe less expensive than helicopter

– maintenance
– not easy to load

- example South Sudan: MSF project only accessible by boat or plane

- mentions cargo drone that can move a 20 tonnes twenty-foot 
container -> this would be the level to talk about transporting 
cargo by drone

- Daniel suggested contact with Caroline Blondel, MSF-OCP 
Head of Supply; email contact 12.07.17: 
The question cannot be answered like that... Ultimately, more or 
less ALL items get delivered to the projects, so there aren't any 
specific items that need to be transported more than others on 
the "last mile"… you could consider targeting mobile clinics in 
remote areas I guess, but that info would come more from the 
operations, and I am not sure what capacity cargo drone you 
are talking about,… there would only be very occasional cases 
where we need to transport small quantities at a time (to avoid a 
shortage in a health center for instance, but usually that is on a 
project and would come from coordination…).

13:25
- it could take place in all contexts
- in respect of security problem (e.g. military) -> might be problematic

14:30/15:40

- mechanical ease of repairs on the field is something that will make a go or 
a no go / useful<->not-useful
-> if people do not know how to repair it or it is too complicated, broken 
drone will just stay there

[personal discussion after interview; not recorded]
- provision of service by company

-> MSF isn't used to that
-> working with 3rd parties will slower the process
-> however good idea => in any case good strategy to start with -> later 
go into it ourselves (MSF)

15:45
- for vaccination: max. 

5 kg

15:57
- 40 km radius (80 
km with coming 
back) would already 
be huge 
(comfortable 
distance to think 
about use in any 
situation, not just 
vaccination)

17:07
- no

17:33
- landing preferred

- hover & drop -> if 
not caught in the 
right way -> 
vaccines will break

- parachute good -> 
will need another 
set of skill (to get it 
to the desired 
place, e.g. wind)

18:46
- automatic/ 
autonomous flight 
good -> but not 
information due to 
bad 
connectivity/commun
ication or people do 
not know how 
-> how to update 
firmware; how to 
see if it still working 
in a proper way
-> need equipment 
in the field to 
connect to: 3G-
connection, satellite 
phones, GPS follow-
up or does drone 
send a report itself? 
-> battery
-> how can fix it/get 
into it
=> the answer 
probably: if low-
budget drones: 2-3 
drones backup, if 
drone broken send 
back to Paris and 
use next one,

24:00
-

14:30
- mechanical ease of repairs on the field is something that will 
make a go or a no go / useful<->not-useful
-> if people do not know how to repair it or it is too complicated, 
broken drone will just stay there

24:24
+ fast -> its quick to send a drone
+ you can be very precise on what you want to do
+ for sure added value for transport of material

– ease of operation
– ease of maintenance
– durability -> how will be responsible/operate it/maintain it
– population fears (flying thing never seen before)
– someone has to be on the other site
– communications

- in charge of energy & cold chain => views on vaccination!

- thinks it is good that we are looking for applications but these 
applications have to become real; really though about and with 
the operations and so they see the use of it, they see the added 
value; once they have seen that; the human resources on the 
field will say if its good or not good

12:37
- conflict difficult -> sensitive
- the rest: everything possible

13:25
- tracking the drone itself + its cargo! -> to know location of cargo in case of 
an accident
- easy setup of routine flight 

17:51
- 5 kg already a lot
for -> small equipment 
but not materials
-> pills, information, 
small cold chain

- smaller vaccine 

carrier < 5 kg  
(vaccine carrier + 
icepacks + vaccine)

16:53
- 20 km is enough
-> because most of 
the time we are in a 
kind of configuration 
like that: [grafic]

15:23
- doesn't matter

15:15/20:19
-

- small vaccine 

carrier can be 
dropped

14:20
- no need for 
additional 
staff/operator with 
specific skills

=> autonomous

20:40
- no focus on cost if it avoids to deploy cars and people on the 
roads is already efficient or even more if it is lifesaving
-> if we can avoid to travel 20 km in bad road condition (car, 
driver, log./med. staff) it is already efficient

08:50/21:54
+ safe energy in term of resources (cars and humans) -> instead of 
sending whole car + driver for small things
+ more efficient in terms of patient access

– security issues (e.g. even if you want to map a camp, should take 
care, since people will not understand what it is and its purpose?; 
belonging to government or spying tool?)
– weather constraints

13:26
- during conflict might be difficult to have drones flying
-> in some places, especially in conflict areas, some authorities ban the use of GPS 
for humanitarian (because it is geographical data) -> in those situations the use of 
drones will be even more complicated

- natural disasters impact a lot on the infrastructure (road transportation) -> use of 
drones make more sense
- also sample transportation during epidemics/outbreak makes sense as well

15:35
- sending water samples for bacteriological testing
- time is probably biggest challenge with an ideal target of <24 hours 
between the sampling point and the lab

16:29
- for water testing: ~1 l 
(enough for proper 
bacteriological testing) 
[BUT consider cold 
chain equipment]

17:00
- far above from 100 
km (more a couple 
of 100 km)

17:50
- link between size 
and capacity

19:01
- example water 
samples: could 
break using 
parachute/drop -> 
landing preferred

- parachute more to 
supply something to 
remote population

20:44
- the most 
autonomous the 
better

21:22
- added value of drones is time saving rather than its 
transportation capacity 

22:00
+ saves time
+ example flooded area: if it allows to carry something in a timely 
manner that could be the biggest added value

– tricky material in conflict areas (hard to explain to different 
authorities, whether governmental or rebels, that we are using it to 
help and not to spy anyone) -> potential assimilation to military or 
intelligence material is a limiting factor
– flight authorisation

10:49
- depending on the context
-> in a setting where drones are being used as a weapon it is probably a no-go

-> in a setting which is more a traditional bush setting (e.g. Congo) ->> a lot of 
communication to be done with the population, also local authorities, warlords, etc. 

12:43
- the bulk of MSF's transport is passengers and supply cargo -> talking about 
tonnes, so that is definitely not it

- niche: any time of cargo for which there is an occasional need in the field 
-> strategy of storing centrally and dispatching only when you need it  
-> for certain type of drugs

-> for certain type of spare parts 

-> for certain types of medical equipment

-> adapt the redundancy strategy for certain types of light equipment (no 
longer spares in the field or certain biomed equipment, thus light electronic 
equipment)

09:16/14:39
[looking at current 
drone performance 
overview presented by 
interviewer]
- 27 kg already 
something

- for niche with 
distribution of items 
(drugs, spares, med. 
equipment) from 
central storage: a few 

hundred kg

09:16
[looking at current 
drone performance 
overview presented 
by interviewer]
- 1300 km already 
something

15:43
- assumes that 
there is always 
someone to 

receive on the site 
when it arrives, 
since we would 
usually deliver to an 
MSF facility

16:10
- ideal you should 
be able to manage 
this kind of system 
with 
generic/general 

staff -> you should 
be able to train 
someone of your 
local staff (should 
be simple)  and 
when that person 
disappears (high 
turnover) -> so it 
must be something 

that almost 

anyone can 

manage

17:11
- experience shows: anything exotic deployed in the field, they 
bounce into the limits of what they can manage -> the limits of 
what an MSF team can manage in the field are really 
constrained to what we regularly do -> anything that is a little 

more exotic is quickly abandoned because we don't know 
how to manage it 
-> field staff simply doesn't has the time to manage that -> that's 
why a lot of MSF equipment is old school stuff

03:25/05:54/10:20/18:54
+ added value in aerial photography/mapping

– safety of the drone transport up to level for this type of dangerous 
goods (medical samples)
– obstacle: regulations -> there is big communications operation to be 
done to its local actors; big work to make sure local authorities know 
your drone, they know when it is passing
– more and more drones are being used as a weapon (e.g. Syria)
– perception
– risk -> related to conflicts and other actors
– reliability -> if using sensitive cargo that might be lost

00:20
- OCG used drones in ops for aerial photography and mapping 
purposes, but never used drones for transport
- OCG keeps an eye on what is possible on the market 
(possibilities) -> so for the day when there is a demand from 
operations to do something to know what would be the possible 
partners to look up with
- at the moment he has no demand for operations for this type 
of thing [cargo] and he doesn't feel like this is going to change 
immediately

14:47
- distance mapping of capital to project together with GIS unit in 
Geneva

18:05
- emergencies take place in all contexts (example Afghanistan: both, natural disaster 
as well as conflict)
- just focussing on the needs: use of cargo drones can take place in the context
-> but in e.g. Afghanistan use of drone will be more difficult [laughs]

19:24
- air operations cell is using small aircrafts: means feedback focusses on 
small cargo, but in an emergency when you want to deploy 300 tonnes  
- adapt following the needs

- in emergency you need to move cargo (sensitive) as well as people

21:42
- coming to an 
emergency with a 10 
kg or 50 kg cargo 
drone would be useless

32:27
- for specific 
applications like 
medical 
samples/antivenin: 1-2 
kg is enough
- sending specific 
drugs cross border to 
an insecure area: at 
least 10 kg to be 
significant
(in emergency: even 
10 kg can change a 
day in an hospital!)

37:30
- HIV kits 500g

21:57

+ added value of cargo drone is more in a situation where a 
community needs to receive medication or MSF should receive from 
them some samples -> same as MSF does e.g. in South Africa for HIV 
-> there is kind of exchange with remote communities
+ added value: send drone instead of complete car to pickup only one 
sample of deliver drugs
+ added value: use of drones for places that cannot be reached 
otherwise (even in emergency)
+ added value: if need to send something cross-border or somewhere 
not allowed to pass

– Philippe sees no added value in an running emergency for cargo 
drones
– drones can't move people -> still need to get the staff to the site

- Malawi: special air corridor for drones

- DRC: narcotics disappear (car transport)

- interview stopped due to other appointments of interview 
partner

What is needed?

Question 8: Could the use of cargo drones take place in all contexts (conflict, 

natural disasters, epidemics and social violence/healthcare exclusion)?
Question 9: What specific requirements do cargo drones have to meet to support medical activities effectively?

Question 10: What else should be taken into account for the 

efficiency (cost vs. benefit) of cargo drones in the field?

Question 11: What pros and cons do you see in the use of cargo 

drones for purposes of international humanitarian aid?
Note of interviewer

06:38
- for vaccination and cold chain -> heavy cargo drones needed

- mass campaign equipment that needs to be transported: vaccines (in cold 
chain!) + syringes + vaccination card

- cool box empty: 21 kg (e.g. used in mass campaign) [whereas provided 
data: gross weight 20,88kg; when empty: 17kg]
- 12-24 icepacks (á 660g): 8-16 kg

-> e.g. for measles vaccine: ~7.000 doses in one cool box (practically at 
least 5.000 patients)

- it is not from capital to the project site, but from the project to the 

vaccination site!

- it is best if population is less than 1 hour away from vaccination site!

29:48

+ for small remote areas cargo drones could be an added value

-> but we still need to have an access for medical staff!

- originally: logistical question catalogue
- focus on vaccination

- Alfredo could help to estimate the weight of a cold chain

- additional data provided on weight and volume of cool box and 
ice packs

10:30/14:30
- not going to start flying drones in a war zone

- drones used for war (e.g. Syria, Iraq, Yemen, etc.) -> risky to fly drones in that 
environment -> drone wouldn't last very long -> not very acceptable to the population 

- but maybe in some locations like South Sudan you could get away with using 
drones because they are not associated with war

15:48
- tracking -> to know it arrived at location but also for the person at the other 
end to give feedback (communication) if he received the supply? Was it in 
good condition?
- within costs

- to really be an advantage it has to be something very small that can land 
anywhere, can fly in any weather, can get where we want to go, when we 
want to go
- easy to use (automation/autonomy)

- access the longer distances (where people would need to walk over an 
hour)

18:44
- relatively limited benefit
- costs for drones came down a lot = cheaper
- drones have a role within their logistic, but they will never really 
replace anything

20:50
+ not risking staff (instead of sending car on road, or e.g. helicopter 
crash in Nepal)

– drones cannot transport the main cargo: human resources
– not that many circumstances where medicines are useful without 
having attached to them a doctor/nurse who knows how to use them

- if drones could drop of larger quantities of food (drone drop instead 
of airdrop) that would be very interesting for humanitarian actors-> but 
food is heavy (tonnes) -> higher frequency wouldn't help (just small 
boxes and need to fly to every single house not sufficient)

19:45
- would be more interesting to get drone service company than 
buying our own -> more useful to know that the are available 
and to use them punctually rather than having to have our own 
drone and try to find some needs to use it -> more interesting to 
just use them when they are useful and have them as a backup 

24:45
- donate to other health structures: 
-> example: project in Pakistan and project in Syria -> teams 
don't have access due to security reason -> so they drop off the 
distributions to various field hospitals around -> neither of those 
locations drones would be useful due to security reason

- HIV/TB project might be interesting to use drones -> regular 
supply, train staff easier there

- natural disasters is the one emergency where drones could be 
more useful than in epidemics, because in epidemics you need 
more human resources

- drones useful if you're running short on just one thing
- for teams working in remote environment (e.g. South Sudan, 
CAR)

28:20
- not in all
- natural disaster much more easier

- conflict starts to get tricky -> example: conflict area as Mosul -> ISIS staring to use 
drones to drop bombs
-> humanitarian drones: can be badly perceived, is a target, will try to shoot it down, 
because they are not sure who it belongs to

-> but if problem is not that there is a war (war finished), but there are mines, then 
yes!

29:54
- just to be able to carry a box (e.g. cold chain)

- drones have the required weight capacity  

- cold chain: small cool boxes with vaccines and ice inside -> ~7-10 kg -

> just 500-1000 doses

- VTOL! -> e.g. catapult airstrips -> starts to get complicated

32:48
- basically it is safety!
-> safety for MSF staff and safety for the people as well and also 
safety for the equipment/supplies carried

-> if drone drops form the sky and it never arrives, it's done-> 
item cannot be replaced in days because it needs to be ordered 
again and comes all the way from Europe

- spare parts could be transported by drone

35:30
+ with time, drones will be come easy to use
+ saves time (drones can flight straight line, road transport cannot + 
bad road conditions; sometimes just 10-20 km/h because road is that 
bad)
+ reduces number of people at risk (e.g. Nigeria -> shoot car -> no 
helicopter -> in the end WFP plane, but that is not guarantied)

– security
– technical know-how -> might add a certain level of complexity by 
using drones
– maintenance

- MSF keeps it mechanically -> Land Cruisers fully mechanically -> 
can fix it (if car stops it is either no fuel or a mechanical problem at 
motor)
- nobody in the field will have the capacity to start fixing drones!

Contact with drones private (friends)

42:50
- projects:
- place to test it out regardless whether there is a problem in 
terms of supply -> you can have easily -> go to Nigeria, Mali, 
etc.
- BUT if you're looking for place that literally has constraints and 
we're trying to do problem solving with the drone -> that's 
another thing!
-> only place that might fit: project in Tenenkou, Mali

- MSF hospital Tenenkou, Mali  
-> why? -> gets flooded half the year -> send small supplies or 
want to get some data 
-> possible goods: e.g. Malaria drugs, Malaria tests, etc.
-> problem: jihad is there
-> supply comes from capital Bamako -> by road to Mopti -> 
during dry season can go by road to Tenenkou -> but 
sometimes roads are cut of -> sometimes take boat 
-> MSF team in Tenenkou now!
-> small, small towns such as Diondori and Uro Modi go to 
Tenenkou to get their supplies form MSF -> problem is, they 
can't cross the river (after heavy rain, current is even too strong 
for passing river by boat)
- talking about air strip in town to have an ECHO plane flying 
(very difficult to find 600m dry flat space!)
-> problem is: zone is heavily militarised with UN presence

- could use drones for surveys -> estimate population + map, 53:30
- what is the advantage of drone use over the regular truck supply of MSF?
-> if it is cost efficient and secure (doesn't fall in the wrong hands or doesn't 
reaches the destination due to technical problem)
-> if robust enough (e.g. if people throw stones at it  isn't crashing)
-> if reliable
=> if convinced that drone is better than truck, we might go for it

- a few kg is not going to make it!

-> but it depends: for certain projects supply is carried out on a weekly basis -
> if it is a small amount of drugs -> could be possible by drone
-> example Gaza and Afghanistan (MSF pharmacy + supply of surrounding 
health centres) but drone use impossible

- example Chad: once they had to send vegetables to the team -> food!

59:00
- impossible in cell's countries -> e.g. Hamas

General conclusions:

- problem is the lack of information about cargo drones and the 
personal views (seen as toys)

- cholera vaccines can stay out of the cold chain for up to 14 
days if not warmern than 32°C [Presentation on cholera 
outbreak in Yemen (?)]
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Appendix B – Material 

Appendix B.1 – Requirements 

Table B-1: Overview of payload and distance requirements for cargo drones listed by interviewed experts 
Payload Distance 

100 kg of supply per day 

Water samples in cold chain: ~10 kg 

50-100 km 

 Example South Sudan: to 2000 km 

<10 kg ~100 km  

 Pharmacy to the field: few km to 1000 km 

Example South Sudan: coordination to furthest project 
700-800 km 

>5 kg Flight time above an hour 

50 km sufficient 

Few kg 

Samples in cold chain 0,5-1 kg 

1-5 kg: specific drugs, vaccine, blood 

~50 km 

 Examples in emergency response:  
Philippines 200 km 
Nepal 300 km 
Iraq 150 km 

Vaccination: max. 5 kg 40 km radius sufficient for use in any situation 

5 kg: small equipment 

Small vaccine carrier <5 kg (vaccine carrier + icepacks + 
vaccine) 

20 km sufficient 

Water tests: ~1 l + cold chain equipment Several 100 km 

27 kg  

Central storage distribution: few hundred kg 

1300 km 

Emergency response: >50 kg 

Non-emergencies: 1-2 kg for specific applications such as 
samples, antivenin 

Specific drugs cross border: >10 kg 

In emergency, even 10 kg can change a day in an hospital! 

HIV kits 500g 

 

~30 kg  

Cold chain: ~7-10 kg (small cool boxes + vaccines + ice)  
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Appendix B.2 – State of the art 

 

Table B-2: Cargo drone comparison of currently available solutions 

 

 

 Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Example 4 Example 5 

Airframe Multicopter Hybrid VTOL Fixed-wing Hybrid VTOL Fixed-wing 

Energy Electric Electric Electric Gas Gas 

Operator Field Log Field Log UAV Officer UAV Officer UAV Officer 

Cargo (up to) 2kg 2kg 0.5 - 6kg 1.6 - 27kg 1-25kg 

Range (up to) 20km 65km - 100km 140km 350 - 1300km 150 - 1500km 

Aircraft price 2k USD/month 25 - 45k USD 3k - 100k USD 70 - 250k USD 6k - 220k USD 

Full weight 5-7kg 16kg 3.5 - 15kg 95kg 5 - 55kg 

Wingspan 1m 2.3m - 3.5m 1.8 - 3.3m 5.6m 2 - 5m 

Delivery 2-way 2-way Drop/Land 2-way 1-way (Drop) 

 

Short-range 
small delivery 
easy to deploy 

Mid-range, 
small delivery 
easy to deploy 

Mid-range, 
small delivery 

simple platform 

Long-range 
high flexibility 

Long-range 
drop cargo 

Launch Vertical Vertical Hand/Catapult/
Airstrip Vertical Catapult/ 

Airstrip 

Land Vertical Vertical Grass-Tarmac Vertical Paraglide-
Airstrip 

Full automatic Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Source: Oriol López, R&D Specialist, R&D Department, Médecins Sans Frontières Japan / 国境なき医師団日本	
images: https://mttr.net/product, http://www.uavfactory.com/product/46, http://www.altiuas.com 
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Appendix B.3 – Development 

 

Table B-3: Cargo drone comparison of solutions in development 

 

 

 e-volo Volocopter E-Hang 184 SkyWays Wings for Aid 

Airframe Manned  
Multicopter 

Manned  
Multicopter VTOL Fixed-wing 

Energy Electric Electric Electric Gas 

Operator UAV Officer UAV Officer UAV Officer UAV Officer 

Cargo (up to) 160kg 120kg >10kg >100kg 

Range (up to) 27km 30km 100km >300km 

Aircraft price - 200k USD 2USD/km - 

Full weight 450kg 360kg 18kg - 

Wingspan 9.15m 4m 4m - 

Delivery 2-way 2-way 2-way Drop/Land 

 

Short-range 200kg 
delivery  

(unmanned) 

Short-range 150kg 
delivery  

(unmanned) 

Mid-range, small 
delivery, simple 

platform 

Heavy cargo long-
range 

Launch Vertical Vertical Hand/Catapult/ 
Airstrip Airstrip 

Land Vertical Vertical Grass-Tarmac Airstrip 

Full automatic Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Source: Oriol López, R&D Specialist, R&D Department, Médecins Sans Frontières Japan / 国境なき医師団日本	
images: https://www.volocopter.com/de/product/, http://www.ehang.com/ehang184, http://www.avioconsys.com/wp/?page_id=883 

 


